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Wiscasset’s certainty of obtaining that 25,000 h. p. Cen
tral Maine Pcwer Company plant has been known for some
weeks, but the definite statement of President Walter S.
Wyman published cn another page, makes the details of the
proposed plant none the less interesting. Knox County would
fa.n have fallen heir to some such plum, but failing thereof
knows of no other locality where it would be more welcome
than in Lincoln County, our next-door neighbor. Many labor
ers will be involved in the constiuction and for years to come
i’ will be a welcome asset to a comparatively quiet community.
Does it foretell the coming cf some large industry to the same
locality? Time alone will answer that question.
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[EDITORIAL]
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Dangerous to be safe—a byword of other days—seems to
fit the case of certain European neutrals, and the latest coun
try to sense the significance of that saying is Ireland, which
lias begun to be on the under side of bombing operations.
Great Britain is desperately in need of access to Irish ports,
while Ireland is equally minded to keep out of the fracas.
But it is easier to be obstinate on a full stomach, and the
blockade which is maintained around Ireland has brought
the pinch of hunger.

GOV. SEWALL’S GOOD START
We have yet to hear an unfavorable comment on the
inaugural address of Maine's new Governor, Sumner Sewall,
the nub of which is published, for easy consumption, in this
issue. Here is a man of convictions—and that sometimes car
ries with it the detracting quality of being “opinionated'’—
but Governor Sewall has with his views that faculty of com
mon sense which so successfully marked the administration
of the late Governor William T. Cobb. His suggestion of a
four-year term for the Chief Executive gives us pause for
second wind—much to recommend it, yet enough reason for
doubt until the merits have been thoroughly digested. Per
haps we should favor it for the same reason that we favor one
six-year term for the President of the United States; perhaps
we should regard it with disfavor for the reason that the in
cumbent of the gubernatorial chair might not measure up to
the wind of administration that the voters believed he would
give, and two years might be preferable to four. So certain
are we abcut Governor Sewall that this objection would not
apply to him. With a Legislature on its good behavior we
believe that Maine is enroute for a fine administration left
with a much more comfortable financial status than Governor
Barrows found.
•

The Relief Corps
Mrs. Margaret Rackliff
the New Head—Officers
Installed
Installation of officers was held
Thursday night by Edwin Libby Re
lief Corps, with State President
Marguerite Duplisea of Gray the
installing officer. The exercises
opened with flag work, done byMrs. Oladys Murphy, retiring presi
dent, and her officers.
Officers installed were: President.
Mrs. Margaret Rackliff; vice presi
dent, Mrs. Katherine Libby; secre
tary, Mrs. Velma Marsh; treasurer,
Mrs. Mae Crass; chaplain, Mrs. Ella
McMillan: Cond., Mrs. Lena Rollins;
guard, Mrs. Beulah Larrabee; past
president. Mrs. Gladys Murphy;
banners, fraternity, Mrs. Ada Payson; charity, Mrs. Mabel Richard
son: loyalty, Mrs. Elizabeth Mills;
flags, Mrs. Riah Knight, Mrs.
Winnifred Butler and Mrs. Jennie
Guptill; patrlotio instructor, Mrs.
Elizabeth French.
Those appointed by the State
President to act as State officers
were: .Mrs. Ida Huntley. State vice
president; Mrs. Maud Cables, sec
retary; Mrs. Millie Thomas, treas
urer; Mils Elizabeth Vinal, chaplain;
Mrs. Mary Cooper, past president;
Mrs. Laura Libby of Gray .conduc
tor; Mrs. Adelma Mullen, guard;
Mrs Doris Ames, patriotic instruc
tor.
Mrs. Rackliff. the new president,
presented gifts to Mrs. Duplisea

Austin Tibbetts

AUTOMOBILE
REPAIRING

and Mrs. Libby, who acknowledged
them graciously. Mrs. Lena Rollins
escorted Mrs. Murphy to the presi
dent's station, where she was pre
sented with a past president’s
badge, and a gift from the officers
who served with her during the past
year. Mrs. Murphy expressed sin
cere thanks.
A program was presented in
charge of Mrs. Ames, and opened
with the pledge to the flag and
assembly singing “Star Spangled
Banner.” A reading “Whistling in
Heaven” was pleasingly given by
Mrs. Mildred Sprague; vocal solos,
‘‘Beautiful Dreamer” and “Sleep,
Soldier Boy” by Mrs. Jennie Pie
troski, accompanied by Mrs. Alta
Dimick; and closing with assembly
singing ”Gcd Bless America.” Re
freshments were served, in charge
of Mrs. Ellie Knowlton, assisted by
Mrs. Bernice Hatch, and the Misses
Veronia and Charlotte Murphy.

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEES
Elliot of Knox has been appoint
ed a member of the Senate's
standing committee on engrossed
bills. Senator Stilphen of Lincoln
is also a member. Standing com
mittees of the House include the
following: Leave of absence, Star
rett of Warren; Rules and Business
of House, Dwinal of Camden; En
grossed bills, Smith of Thomaston;
County Estimates, Starrett of War
ren and Denny of Damariscotta. .
CURTIS INSTITUTE BROADCAST
The broadcast from Curtis In
stitute of Music for this afternoon
(5.30 to 6) has particular interest
in that the artists will be Ralph
Berkowitz and Vladimir Sokoloff.
whose" recitals of music for four
hands, one piano, have been out
standing events in the past two
Rockport Summer seasons. These
gifted young pianists will present
in their broadcast this afternoon:
Hindemith

Sonata <1938). ’
Mass'.g bewegt
Lebhaft
Ruhtg bewegt
Five Hungarian Dances.
F minor. No. 4
F major. No. 3
D minor. No. 11
A minor. No. 8
F sharp minor. No. 17

Limerock Street
Next to Community
Building
2-3

Brahms

ANNOUNCEMENT
DR. NEIL A. FOGG

IFill Resume His Surgical Practice
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Camden Youth Dies in Year’s First Auto Crash

“The Black Cat”

Movement Reached the ‘incipient Blaze”

Stage At Firemen’s Banquet In

Camden Last Night
One of those remarkable gather their new’ venture with the Cam
ings which always characterize the den Yacht Building Railway.
annual banquet of the Camden Fire
Another fine reception was ac
Department was seen again at the
corded Mayor Veazie, who brought
By Thc Roving Reporter
the greeting of Rockland citizens.
For years without number, he said
' there had been friendly rivalry be
Persons who are confined to a
tween Camden and Rockland—
more
or less strict diet are cau
which was as it should be, but al
tioned
not to read Helen Marden’s
ways there had been a strong spirit
recipe
for raisin pie contained in
! of co-operation between the two
her
very
interesting letter on an
! fire departments, as seen in the
other
page.
But why do pastry
conflagration
which
destroyed
makers
always
insist upon those
Rockland’s Masonic Temple. The
“
criss-cross
stripes,
” often so hard
speaker expressed great admiration
and tough. They never enhanced
for Chief Payson in the work he is
the value of a raisin or cranberry
doing and wished him a continu
pie. In my eyes.
ance of his success in fits attempts
This is the picture presented by the Boynton car after last night’s fatal crash near Roxmont. or its
to make the Camden Department
five occupants, one, Peter Sparta, of Camden, is dead. The others were injured in varying degrees.
In an early issue The Courierone of the best in the State.
Gazette
will begin publication of
Peter Sparta, 18, of Camden died condition this morning was report- Camden Community hospital, and
Came other introductions—Chief
Van E. Russell, Aldermen Francis this morning at 4.20, at Knox Hos ed as good. Nuccio was taken to his condition was reported favor- an article written by Sidney L.
Winslow of Vinalliaven, having to
pital as the result of a fractured ----------------------------------------------- j able. Marriner and Bartlett were do with a« text book dear to the
skull and other Injuries about the ■--------------—----------------- r------------ injured slightly, but after being
memory of many older readers of
treated by a physician, returned to this
I head received at 1C.30 last night
newspaper — “Lippincott's
Fourth Reader.’’ The article will
their homes.
when the car in which he was a
The Boynton car was demolished, run through several issues, and
passenger was in collision with two
Chief Engineer Allen F. Payson,
and
both trucks were badly danr will revive some highly interesting
heavy trucks, at the brow of the
who bossed last night’s big show. ‘
aged
in front. The highway was recollections told inimitably by this
hill near Roxmont on Route 1.
flooded
with oil from containers on versatile island writer.
Sparta
was
in
a
car
driven
b.v
|
Masonic hall last night, with an at- :
the
larger
Carr truck which were
Harold
E.
Boynton,
and
with
Peter
tendance of approximately 2C0.
The excellent suggestion is made
crushed,
adding
to the slippery con
Nuccio,
Clyde
Bartlett
and
Roland
Rockland was represented by its |
that
at another Christmas season
dition
of
the
road.
State
Patrol

Maniner were returning to Camden
mayor, Edward R. Veazie; its fire
the
Knox
Mansion in Thomaston
man
H.
Gil
Roper
Investigated,
from the basketball game in Rock- ,
chief Van E. Ruksell; several mem
be
illuminated
with holiday lights.
with State Patrolman Daniel Pray,
land. The Boynton car first collid
bers of the City Government, and
The
beautiful
building
occupies a
Patrolman Charles Worcester of
ed with a truck driven by Sydney :
a large delegation of prominent
commanding
pasition
opposite
the
Rockland and Deputy Slier iff
Carr of this city, and then a truck
citizens, including several members
foot
of
Creek
Hill,
and
the
deco

Franklin Priest.
driven by Harry Carr hit both the
of the Fire Department. Rockport’s
rative
possibilities
are
unlimited.
Traffic was held tip a consider
first truck, then the passenger car,
official representativee was First
and
broke
off
a
telephone
pole.
The
I
able
time by the tangled wreckage. Such a display would attract visi
Selectman Arthur K. Walker.
______
j
It
took
two wreckers and two sand tors from all over the State and
trucks
were
proceeding
toward
The movement in behalf of form
,
,
„
.
trucks
to
move tne heavily loaded make Thomaston the most talked
Rockland.
ing a water district, which has been
Sparta
and
Boynton
were
taken
died this morning from injuries truck <^lven
Harry Carr 50 that of town in Maine.
unostentatiously taking form for
to
Knox
Hospital,
and
Boynton's
sustained
in
last
night
’
s
accident,
j
traffic
could
be
resumed
some weeks in Rockland, Rockport,
Second place honors in the black
Camden and contiguous territory,
Chief Engineer Van E. Russell,
cat
contest went to “Honey Boy,” a
found expression or rather, perhaps, who headed the Rockland delegation. an enabling act passed by the State
coal black feline belonging to
elucidation in the address of the
Legislature^ to be voted upon by
Miss Barbara Leighton of West
guest speaker, James Randlett of D. Orne and Lou Cates, members the people. It provides that the
brook, a teacher at Fryeburg AcedRichmond, who explained that he of the Rockland Fire Department
emy. Writes a friend:
City Council may appoint trustees
had been asked by Fire Chief Allen committee; County Attorney Stuart
“Honey Boy looks the aristocrat;
Berry Block, Enlarged, To Be Occupied
F. Payson of Camden to speak to C Burgess and F. A. Winslow. , who will have the same functions as
but really he is friendly to most
the assembly on that subject.
Rev. William E. Berger of St. ' <firectors of private corporations,
people, and, like an only child, he
By the First National Stores
Ample justice was done to the Thomas Episcopal Church felt with the management of the dis
demands that they pause in the
generously apportioned turkey sup that it was also an anniversary oc trict entirely in their hands.
day’s occupation and play with
The several communities em
per, prepared and served by the casion for himself for it W’as seven
him. When Honey Boy finds him
A deal of much local importance arranged by Raymond E. Thurs
self outdoor, he knocks at the door
years ago that he came to Camden, braced in a proposed district vote
was negotiated yesterday when the ton of the State Liquor Commis
on
the
enabling
act,
and
if
the
re

to be let in.”
and his first official act was to
State Liquor Commission arranged sion, and Le”oy F. Chase, owner
speak at the annual banquet of the sult is favorable the first matter to
for the lease of the vacant store in of the block.
“We were glad to see the cross
Camden Fire Department. He came consider is tire price of taking over
The necessary alterations will be word puzzles back once more,”
the present company’s property. i the Cobb-Chase block, last occufrom Bar Harbor, which Oscar H.
This is arranged by both parties ■ pied by the publication known as made as soon as details of the writes Mrs. Bertha Bryan tof
Emery had assured him was “the
i the Independent News.
lease have been completed, and the Union. “‘They certainly help to
queen of resorts.” Mr. Berger's re interested who agree upon the em
ployment
of
an
engineering
firm
The
quest
for
new
quarters
was
store will probably be in its new drive kitchen cares from the tired
tort was that Camden must be the
made
necessary
by
the
fact
the
quarters
by the first of February. housewife for a few minutes when
King. Fr. Berger said that he and
! entire Charles H. Berry block,
The State will have a Main The Courier-Gazette arrives.” Does
Chief Payson might be regarded as
I next south of Strand Theatre will street floor space of 115x37 feet, this smart Union correspondent
co-workers in eliminating certain
be occupied by the First National and the use of a correspondingly solve the ^puzzles in "a few
fires.
Stores.
large basement, which will give minutes?”
Directing attention to a placard
Burt Stevenson was right at home on the wall, which read “Live bait
In addition to having the quar accommodations greatly in excess
as toastmaster
ters now occupied by the State of those it has under its present
for sale” the toastmaster told a
Lewiston Journal: “Knox county
liquor store, the proposed home lease.
people always watch the news about
story at the expense of Dr. Dickens
members of the Camden Fire De
of the First National will include
The State has 41 liquor stores in Walter W. Morse, vice president of
and this was followed by one at the
partment, instrumental entertain
the
store
recently
vacated
by
Bur

the
16 counties, and the Rock a big insurance concern, because
expense of the group of fishermen
ment being furnished meantime by
pee
&
Lamb,
and
a
50
foot
annex
land
branch stood seventh in *net his former home was in Swan's
who were confronted by a game
the talented Camden pianist, Ever warden while plying their sport on
at the rear of the block, according revenue last year, with total sales Island and Rockland.” And they
“Gee! But those boys ran eat/’ said to information unofficially given amounting to $211,167.
ett R. Grieve, and his musical New a closed pond near Windsor.
watch it because of the rapidity and
the chef
Dealers.
yesterday.
Commissioner Thurston says that accuracy with which he climbs the
The company next paid tribute
The community singing was led to Camden's first town manager
The deal which was put through less than half a dozen complaints ladder labelled “Success/’
by Dave Crockett, song leader of Herbert Thcmas, who is now serv which will conduct a survey, and Freeman S. Young’s real estate have been lodged against it the
establish a fair price. If taken over
the Camden Lions Club. Included
Vinalhaven
readers
gasped
ing the town of Northeast Harbor, as a whole it would make a differ office, will give the chain store one entire year, and speaks in highest
were such ever popular selections but still looks upon Camden as his
of the largest markets in its Maine terms of the conservative and cap Thursday when they saw the title
ence in the purchase price.
as “Pack Up Your Troubles,” but
circuit.
able management shown by the Waldoboro affixed to a picture of
No community would have an
not one o>f the 200 men assembled at
The deal for the Chase store was manager, George N. Phillips.
one of the old Vinalhaven bands.
interruption of service; it would
the feast seemed to be doing any
The error was due to the fact
continue as a district, instead of
“worrying.”
that
a Waldoboro Band picture had
areas suitable to the development
a private concern.
Gilbert Laite, Camden's popular
of a rubber supply in the Western just been deposited on the art edi
Bonds must be issued, and, ac
baritone, was asked to sing “God
tor's desk beside. It was Mrs. Irv
cording to the speaker the water
Bless America,” but he neatly side
Hemisphere is being carried for ing Fifield of Vinalhaven who yes
district
would
be
able
to
float
them
stepped the solo responsibility by
ward by four parties sent out by terday came to the rescue. The art
conscripting from the crowd a home. His Roosevelt story got a at a lower rate of interest than a
the Federal Bureau of Plant In editor’s apology went across the
double quartet, all responding but good laugh, “but he's my Presi private corporation could, and the
dustry last Fall and Summer. Sev bay as fast as the electric telephone
dent,” said Mr. Thomas, “and Til, property would not be subject to
one faint-heatred draftee.
spark could take it.
federal taxes, and municipal taxes
The duties of toastmaster fell fight for him any time.”
Membership in the 14 county eral nurseries have already been
"Camden owes Town Percy R. are eliminated.
farm bureaus of Maine was 13,497 set up in Central and South
George W. Palmer still owns one
The speaker said there were ar on Nov. 30. 152 less than on the cor American countries to develop of the uniforms worn by the Cobb
Kellar much for its new Main street
boulevard,” said the toastmaster, guments for and against a water responding date a year earlier. specimens collected by the field Club members when they attended
and so the crowd evidently thought, district. Many believe that a wa Counties reporting the largest in men.
the Republican State Convention
fcr it gave him loud acclaim. Mr. ter system should be the property creases in membership since their
in Bangor in 1904. Wonders if
Kellar praised Mayor Veazie for of the town, just as the roads and annual meetings are Aroostook, Pe INJURIES WERE FATAL
there are any others in existence.
his co-operation, and said that he schools are, and there are those nobscot, Androscoggin-Sagadahoc,
Al Hutchinson, a Stonington
(the speaker) had that day been who believe that no benefit is to Knox-Lincoln, and Cumberland.
scallop fisherman, died yesterday
A Subscriber writes: “In regard to
• • • •
notified that Camden was to have be derived by the town from own
enroute to a Bangor hospital fol information requested by Iree Mem
Half of the double quartet
the benefit of the Food Stamp plan. ing such a system. The inaugural i “The greatest need for efficiency j lowing an accident off Stonington. ber, John Henderson was a charter
“If it works as well here as it has duties do not differ from those of in the dairy industry, and the place He was caught in the winch on member of the old Ingraham Hi”
gracefully upon the shoulders of A in Rockland,” said the town man a private corporation. The bond where the most improvement is! the dragger operated by Capt. Band, but I don’t remember what
Burton Stevenson, who performed ager, “it will benefit the grocers and ed indebtedness of a town is not possible, is on the average milk- Ralph Billings.
instrument he played. When I sent
increased. The district is not sub producing farm,” according to the
his function with wit and eloquence. the farmers.”
in a list of the charter members of
James Randlett, the guest speak ject to local taxes; it is an organi chief of the U. S. Bureau of Dairy
Down through 60-odd years, the
the old Ingraham Hill Band, which
YOUR FAVORITE POEM was printed in The Black Cat
Camden Fire Department had er, occupies a warm spot in the i zation within an organization.
Industry. Thousands of farmers,
WRITTEN AT AN INN AT HENLEY
played host, he said—this same de hearts of firemen, for the reason J There are many water districts in he says, need to breed better cows—
column a number of weeks ago. I
thee, fair freedom! I retire
partment standing second in Maine that he is past president of the Maine, and the speaker was quoted higher producing cows—to reduce ToFrom
omitted
the name of John Hender
flattery, cards, and dice, and
din;
and 36 in the nation with its show Maine and New England Associa as saying that they are all success their costs of milk production.
son. It is possible that there may
Nor art thou found In mansions higher
• • • •
ing on Fire Prevention week. Giv tion of Fire Chiefs. He expressed ful.
Than the low cot, or hilmble inn. have been one or two others.”
In
answer
to
a
question
by
C.
W.
ing credit where it belonged—as he the opinion that nowhere else in
Maine poultrymen and their Tis here with boundless power. I
reign;
A Legionnaire draws the first
phrased it—he called upon Chief Maine could be found an annual Babb, Mr. Randlett said many dis friends are invited to attend a
And every health which I begin.
tricts
had
been
able
to
reduce
the
state
plum under the new Gover
Payson, the cockles of whose heart meeting like this, and it could not
meeting of the New England poul Converts dull port to bright cham
pagne;
nor
—
“
Jimmy" Boyle on the Utili
water
rates
and
that
there
was
a
try industry, in Memorial Auditori Such freedom crowns it. at an Inn.
must have been warmed by the ova help from being beneficial to the
tendency to go into meter rates. um, Worcester, Mass., on January I fly from pomp. I fly from plate!
ties Commission.
community.
tion he was given.
I fly from falsehood's specious grin!
“I have been asked to talk on the Some private companies, he admit 8. Speakers will set forth the Freedom
Mr. Payson, who prefers action
I love, and form I hate.
One year ago: Knox County
to vocalistic endeavor .extended subject of a water district,” said the ted, have also reduced their rates. paints of view of wholesalers, pro
And choose my lodgings at an Inn.
had
53 students at University ot
The exercises ended with bene ducers, consumers, and other groups Here, -waiter! take my sordid ore.
greetings to his guests, especially speaker, “and I understand there
Which
lackeys
else
might
hope
to
Maine
—Mrs. Elbridge Orbeton,
with a stake in the poultry indus
the many friends who had come up is a movement to form one in your diction by Fr. Berger.
win;
83,
died
in Manchester, N. H.—Mar
In the event that Chief Payson try. Robert Stubbert, of the De It buys, what courts have not In store;
locality, but that's up to you.”
from Rockland.
It buys me freedom at an Inn.
tin
Graves
was elected master of
A water district, he said, is a and his associates keep diaries they partment of Markets, Augusta, is Whoe'er has traveled life’s dull round.
The toastmaster presented sev
Aurora
Lodge,
F.A.M.—Van E. Rus
Where'er hls stages may have been.
eral newcomers and bespoke the quasi municipal organization, in can well afford to encircle the date one of the speakers.
May
sigh
to
think
he
still
has
found
sell
was
elected
president of the
• • • •
town's best wishes for the success other words a “nearly” municipal of Jan. 3 with a large red circle. It
The warmest welcome, at an inn.
Fire Department Association,
The search for varieties and
—William Sbeastoae
of Messrs. Lyman and Lunt in district. It is made possible through was a red letter occasion.

LIQUOR STORE TO MOVE
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The State Capitol

-TIMES-A-WEEK

Ponder the path of thy feet, and
let all thy ways be established.—
PTOV. 4: 26

Every-Other-Day
-x.
About Frost Fish
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VAN BAALEN BOWLING TEAM

Get A Good Start
Rockland Boys Prance
Over Lincoln Cousins—
Girls Less Fortunate

Brief Sketches of Some of
the Legislators Who Are
Serving There

A difference of 54 years separates
THE
the ages of the youngest and oldest
members
of the Maine House of
GOOD OLD DAYS
Representatives, with the oldest and
OF
youngest In the Senate 41 years
LOCAL BANDS
apart.
Benjamin C. Bubar, Jr., 23, of
By
IREE MEMBER
Weston, a Republican, ls the “baby"
for the second term in succession.
Another talented Roekbr.d b y Bubar’s father formerly served in
will. I am sure, be well remembe d the lower branch.
Rep. John K Forhan of Canton,
by many Rocklandltes—Henry ALthe eldest member, is 78. He was a
perln.
Tre-’b’”’ e' mt
and 82d LeglslaHenry’ had plenty of friends from tu e ard v:"- eg: lathe postmaster
his kidhood but the vehicle on the pa’t 1" yars.
which he rode to local fame was
The Senate’s youngest is Bernard ,
“The Doctor” a rip roaring comedy L. Harkins, 20 cf Lewistcn, one of j
The bowling team that represents the Van Baalen Heilbrun Companv
drama staged by the Rockland the Senate’s two Democrats.
, in the National Bowling League at the Community Building alleys. Left
Senator James K. Chamberlain j to right: Danny Frantz, Murray Goldberg, Sidney Goldberg, Larry Epstein,
Military band 30 odd years ago.
Henry coached the play and took of Brewer, is the Senate's oldest at .
the leading male role—“The Doc 71 years.
tor.” He was smart and keen as
Two men in the House vie for the
a razor but, so were his brothers, honor of being second youngest,
Isadore, and Hyman, and, up to with E. Earle Brown of Bangor, and
that time, Henry was unknown as Frank E. Southard, Jr., of Augusta. |
Pres. Wyman Makes Known the Central
an actor and his really remarkable both 24 years of age.
portrayal of The Doctor came as
Second oldest House member is
Maine Power Company’s Plans There
a great surprise to all of us.
Bert L. Goulid <R* of Milo, 74 years
He was well supported by a flne old; he is a farmer and selectman.
cast of characters Including Mrs.
In the Senate the second young
Rcporting to the stockholders of finally decided to erect a new
Fred Oregory, Francis Havener est member is Albert B. Elliot, 32,
and several others who were often of Thomaston, a Republican. He the Central Maine Power Com 25.000 horse power steam plant and
seen on the local stage, but, Henry has been a member of the 87th and pany its president Walter S. to locate it on Birch Point in Wis
Wyman goes into details concern casset. The steam turbine, the
was a knockout. He stole the 88th Houses and the 89th Senate.
show. His acting was 40 miles
Lauren M. Sanborn (R) of Port ing the 25.000 H. P. steam plant condenser and1 the boilers of this
ahead of “amateur”. He w’as bet land, is the second oldest Senate which will be built at Birch Point, plant were ordered last Summer
Wiscasset, the present year.
ter than many of the professional member at 69.
and are scheduled for delivery be
The following extracts from his tween April 1 and Oct. 15 of 1941.
• • • •
actors who visited Rockland from
time to time. At least, that was
The following brief biographies of report are made:
We believe that the site selected
• • • •
my judgment. I would like to see the Knox County Legislators are
for this plant is a most excellent
During the three months since
(and hear) Henry in that part from the State paper:
one. Birch Point is located about
Oct. 1 there has been considerable
again! I have no Idea where
a mile below the village of Wis
Senate
increase in business activity pretty
Henry is now, or what he is doing
casset on the Sheepscot River.
Albert B. Elliot, Thomaston. Knox much throughout the Company’s
but I believe he could have been
Tide water, deep enough to float
County.
Age 32. Born in Thom territory. All kinds of textile In
a big success in the actor line of
the largest size oil tanker or coal
aston. Republican always. Member dustries have materially increased
work.
barge, comes up very close to the
While on the subject I wonder of Republican State Committee two their output and the size of their shore of this lot. A fresh water
how many Rockland theatre-goers terms. Chairman Budget Commit payrolls. The pulp and paper busi stream which will furnish an
tee of Republican State Committee. ness has generally continued to be
remember the flne acting of Dr. J.
ample supply of feed water for
Protestant.
Married, two sons. Coal good and recently the shoe busi
A. Rlchan, Harry Sherman. Flo
the boilers flows across the prop
Farnham, Gene Cates and others dealer. Educated ln Thomaston ness has been picking up. Activity erty.
in “Down East,” another play schools. Manlius Military Academy. in the Bath and Brunswick area,
The 'Company was able to buy
staged by the above mentioned Bentley School of Accounting and largely due to the shipbuilding about 50 acres of land which is
Finance. Past President Rockland which is going on at Bath, has
band. I have seen this play a
very level and which Is underlaid
number of times, have coached the Lions Club. Member of Masons and continued to increase until at the by rock suitable for foundations.
cast and even taken one of the K. P. Member of 87th and 88th present time the demand for elec There is ample room on this land
parts but have never seen “the House and Senate In 1939. Senate tricity in Bath is practically equal to add additional capacity up to a
member of State Budget Committee. to what it was during the war
Miser” played as well as Doc
maximum of 200,000 hore power,
period of 1917-1920. Tire Bath Iron
ftichan played it, the villian as House
with plenty of space in which to
well as Harry Sherman played it ' Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., 134 Talbot Works is now laying down three store a six month’s rtiel supply.
and as “Dell” Veazie, who coached avenue, Rockland, Knox County. new ways, in addition to the five This site should provide all the
the play said “Doc and Harry need Age 35. Born in Boston, Mass. Re it already has in use and apparent space that the Company will need
no coaching. They act their parts publican. Congregationalist. Mar ly this will mean an increase of for the expansion of its steam
better than I can tell them how.” ried. three sons. Coal dealer. Com 60 percent in the amount of work power resources for many years to
Emma Harrington, as “Bets” was mercial real estate. Educated in done at that plant. In addition, come.
also a star performer, in fact, the public schools, Hebron Academy and a new fabricating plant has been
In connection with the estab
whole cast w’as excellent. Well, University of New Hampshire. Has built by the Bath Iron Works lishment of the Wiscasset plant,
“them days is gone” but memory’ served on Republican Committee in Corporation in Brunswick which it will be necessary to build a 110has just gone Into operation and
remains.
both New Hampshire and Maine.
000 volt transmission line from
That makes me think of a ques Chairman of Rockland Republican at which power consumption will that plant to our 110,000 volt
tion I want to ask (and answer) City Committee. Member of Legis steadily increase for some time to substation
located
in Wind
When.' and how did Damariscotta lature in 1935, 1937 and 1939. Mem- come.
sor, a distance of about 20
After careful consideration of
get its name? Well I'll tell you. oer of Grange, 40 Club, S. A. E,
miles. We are also proceeding to
the
probable power situation dur build a 33.000 volt connection from
Many years ago, when this whole Elks, Masons and Lions.
ing 1941 and 1942, the Company
section was naught but forest, a
Albert C. Jones, 23 Holmes street,,
Wiscasset to Bath. A considerable
man and his wife treked through Rockland. Knox County. Age 57.
ton. Republican. Methodist. Mar part of this latter line will simply
eastern Maine, looking for a good Born in Rockland. Republican al
Farmer and road builder. Edu- be a rebuilding of the present
spot to locate and start a home. ways. Congregationalist. Married, ried.
cated in common schools of Pittston ine whlch runs from Farmingdale
A band of Indians caught them one daughter. Employed by High and Bridge Academy. Member of to Bath’ but aboufc TV4 011165 of u
and brought them to the big chief, way department, city of Rockland. school committee nine years. Board WlH * new’.Tt Ls 110156(1 that thes6
skinny face
Educated in city schools, Hebron and of selectmen 18 years, serving as new lines will be ready for service
Tlie captured wife was very fleet U. of M Member of Knights Temp chairman at present time. Member about July L 1941' in order to Pro*
ol foot and, in the hope of escap lar. Past Exalted Ruler of Rockland of Masons and Modem Woodmen of vicle amPle duplicate capacity for
ing from their captors by sporting Lodge of Elks, Past District Deputy
America. Member of the 87th, 88th Bath and Brunswick.
means, the man proposed that a GER.. and Past President Maine
These two places now get their
and 89th Legislatures.
brave be chosen to run a foot race Elks Association.
principal supply’ of energy from
with the white captive. In case
Charles F. Dwinal, Camden, Knox House
Lewiston with a comparatively
the woman won the race the cap County. Age 31. Born in Rich
Edward B. Denny. Jr., Damari small amount of energy from the
tives w’ere to be free. If the In mond. Me. Republican. Congrega scotta, Lincoln County. Age 47. Brunswick Hydro Electric Plant.
dian brave won. why they would tionalist. Married. Lawyer. Edu Born in Newark, N. J. Republican. A vigorous effort will be made to
be no worse off than they were be cated in Bates, Boston Universitv Baptist.
Married.
Manager of get the new steam plant into opfore; they were captives anyway. Law School.
Principal Warren Round Top Farms. Educated at eration not later than Jan. 1, 1942.
Well the Chief was a good sport High School two years. Chairman Blair Academy, Oregon Agriculture By that time it is believed that
and agreed to the race and the Republican Town Committee of College. Selectman of Damariscotta, the ordinary demands of the Comterms. The course was marked Camden. Member of Masons. Mem
Clarence A. Race, Boothbay, Lin- pany"s territory, plus the extra
out and the woman was given a ber of Maine Council of Young Re coin County. Age 31. Born in Port- demands caused by the National
handicap start of 100 feet and the publican Clubs. Member of the 88th land. Republican. Congregation- Defense Program will absorb a
race was on.
and 89th Legislature.
alist. Married. Gas station and large part of the power available,
It w’as evident right from the
Elbert L Starrett. Warren. Knox lunch room proprietor. Educated at j For many years Central Maine
start that the woman was no Countj. Age 4S. Born in Warren. Hebron Academy and Bryant <fe Power Company has given much
match for the Indian runner, but Republican. Protestant. Married. Stratton Business College. Member time and attention and spent
a lot was at stake and the hus Farmer. Educated in public schools of Board of Selectmen of Boothbay large sums of money in extending
band hoped against the evidence of Warren and Rockland Commer for five years. Member of the Legis- its service into the more thinly
of his eyes and his common sense, cial College. Tax collector and se lature in 1939.
settled parts of the territory which
that wifey would by some miracle lectman of Warren. Treasurer of
Mrs. Neota Fowles Grady, White- is included in its charter. “Rural
win both the race and their free Knox County Republican Commit field, Lincoln County. Age 31. Born Electrification” is nothing new to
dom. As the Indian gradually j tee. Past Master of St. George Lodge in Whitefield. Always a Republi us. Fully appreciating the im
closed the distance between him J No. 16. F A M . Past Patron of Ivy can. Married to Joseph O. Grady portance of electric service to<
and the wife Mr. Husband gave Chapter. O.ES. Member of White in 1939. Teacher. Educated Farm those living far from the centers
all possible moral assistance to his Oak Grange No. 182. Member of ington State Normal School. Mem of population and also realizing
better, swifter part, by shouting en 89th Legislature
ber of Executive Committee of hew hard it is for many of them
couragement to which he added
William T. Smith, Thomaston. Maine Teachers’ Association. Presi to pay large amounts of money for
many and violent gestures, such Knox County. Age 56. Bom in dent of Lincoln County Women’s this service, we have diligently
as arm waving, eye rolling, certain Attleboro, Mass. Always a Repub Republican Club from 1934-1944. sought ways and means of making
Jumping up and down antics, pro lican. Protestant. Married, one Member Board of Governors of it available to more and more
fuse perspiring, a few muttered I son. William T. Smith. Jr. Heating Women's Republican Club of Maine. Isolated sections each year. JVe be
naughty words and, as the Indian engineer. Educated at Attleboro, Member Lincoln County Republican lieve that it is our job to serve the
with one great burst of speed ' Mass. Served as selectman of Committee and Whitefield Town whole territory which is covered
reached out and seized wife the Thomaston for three years. Mem Committee. Secreteary-treasurer of by cur charter as fully as possible.
husband suddenly and weakly sat ber of Lions, Grange, and life mem Order of Women Legislators. Mem
The Laws of Maine proride that
him down and groaned. “Dam. 'er ber of BP.OE. Member of House ber of 89th Legislature.
any group of persons who cannot
eez caught ’er’—and the name has in 1939.
obtain electric service at reason
Of Local Interest
stuck until this day.
Lloyd F. Crockett. North Haven.
Representative E. Sam Farwell cf able rates may form a “co-opera
Knox County. Age 36. Bom in
Unity, serving his second term from tive” for the purpose of supply
North Haven. Always a Republican.
Waldo County, resided for a short ing such service to themselves
Protestant. Married. Farmer and
Rockland
Several such cooperatives have
time in Rockland.
insurance.
Educated in North
Representative Peter Mills of, been started in the last few years.
Sanitary Service
Haven public schools. Bridgton Farmington, is a son of former j In all cases we have advised such
Academy and Bowdoin College.
is now being operated by
Senator Sumner P. Mills, who re groups that if they would give us
Deputy Sheriff and Chairman of
Mrs. Irene Adolphsen
sided in Stonington and Rockland. an opportunity to canvass the
Republican Town Committee. Mem
with
Representative George A. Buker whole situation, we would give
ber of Masons and Grange. Mem
KENNETH DAILEY
of Bath, serving his fourth term m them a prompt answer as to
ber of House in 1937 and 1939
As Driver
the House, is a former warden of whether we could supply them
Prompt, Satisfactory, Reasonably
From Lincoln County
with service or r.ot and at what
the State Prison.
Priced Service Guaranteed
Senate
Representative Ralph W. Farris of rates. Several such groups have
Telephone 1399
Alden C. Stilphen, Dresden. Lin Augusta, also serving his fourth decided after consideration to ac
cept the proposals of thia Com
coln County. Age 54 Born in Pitts- term, is a native of Rockland.

THE PLANT AT WISCASSET

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
Bv the Pupils

Every-Dther-b
TALK OF Ti

W. R. Walter Furnishes
One Explanation Why
They Are So-Called

i ii II:
program as interesting and inspira 1 To the Roving Reporter:—
Rockland High boys scored a vic
In your items that The Black Cat
tional as this one.
tory over Lincoln Academy last
Speakers were Ijiwrence Crane ! looks over with those kindly eyes
night at Community Building, the
from Columbia Medical. Rcbcit . the question Is asked: "Why are
final score 34 to 14 Rockland went
Brown from Bcwdoln, Ruth Thomas frest fish given tiiat name?” I
ahead in the first quarter, and the
from Colby. Joseoh Dondis from | don't know too much about the nalead was not threatened at any
Coast Guard Academy, Dorothy i ture and difference in fish except
time. The score at the end of the
Frost from Bates, Jessie Olds from when I eat them, but the question
first period stood 8 to 3. the second
Queen’s University. Hervey Allen caused me to hark back again to
quarter 22 to 6. and the third 32
from Harvard Law, Gardner Brown my youthful days, when the use of
to 12.
from Columbia Engineering, and the rod and line was one of my
Waltz and Hatch played well for
diaries Ellis from Westminster chief pastimes. Many trips were
the visitors, Harrington and Small
made down to “old briny” where I
Seminary.
had their shooting eye, and Butler
Devotions were ln charge of Doro I sat on a ledge and pylled ln the
L
! and Cates were outstanding. Lin.
n •
thy Trask, and James Moulaison I tonicods.
j coin had spurts of good playing, but
The weekly meeting of Troop 203 Introduced the speakers. Ruth Sea j In those days I was accustomed
! didn't last long enough to go on a was held New Year’s night, with Mr.
I to make frequent visits to my aunt,
! scoring spree. Many unsuccessful Felker, who succeeds Mr. Hanson, bury was accompanist for the school ' Mrs. Basha Tibbetts, ln Augusta,
attempts at long shots were made as scoutmaster. Mr. Felker is an singing—Fred •Burpee.
* * *
i i And. by tlie way, James Whitcomb
by Trask.
Eagle Scout, with 35 merit badges,
Mr. Edwards’ arithmetic classes i Riley’s “Old Aunt Mary” had noth
Rockland Junior varsity defeated and the troop feels fortunate In
ing cn Aunt Basha for kindness
Lincoln Junior Varsity by the nar- having such a leader. The regular are preparing to inaugurate a bank
and
entertainment. The good old
row margin of 26-25 giving the,
was won by the Indlan ing plan whereby extra credit will
lady
went home to her reward but
spectators the most exciting game Patrol. Hikes and skating parties be given to those students who start
a
few
weeks ago from her daughbank accounts or continue to save
of the evening.
are among the planned activities for systematically in accounts they al ‘ ter s home, Mrs. Lida Covey, in
The Rockland girls were defeated the future.—Richard Simmons.
ready have. This plan will be simi Washington. D. C., at the advanced
to the tune of 26 to 13 by the Lin
• • • •
lar to those now ln operation in age of 96 years and ten months.)
coln girls. The score at the first
A “Quiz Kid" program was held over nine thousand Junior High On one cf my visits in tlie month
quarter was 5 to 3, at the second 14 in Junior business training class
of January Aunt Basha's boy, Clar
the country.
tc 7, and the third period ended Thursday, with Mary Studley, Ber Schools throughout
• • • •
ence .and I went on the ice Just
with Liricoln far in the lead 21 to 9. nice Stanley, Elsie Norton, Alice
below the Kennebec dam to hook
The
Rubinstein
Club
will
pre

The scores:
Hall and Eleanor Shute as the Quiz sent a musical program at next out some “frost fish” which were
Rcckland Boys (34)
Kids and Betty Holmes as the Tuesday morning's Senior High as making their way up the river at
G.
F.
Pts
scorekeeper. Alice Hall was the win sembly.
that season.
. •
2
2
Butler, rf ......... .... 0
ner and Irving Small was master of
• • • •
The water was shallow and the
I
1
Bodman, rf ........ .... 0
ceremonies.
gravelly
bottom was visible and the
Mr. and Mrs. Allston Smith, ac
0
0
Chaples. If ........ .... 0
• • • •
holes
in
the ice were plenty large
companied by Harrison Dow. Wal
10
0
Small, If ......... .... 5
to
operate
our hooks and pull out
J.
F.
Gregory
Sons
Company
has
ter Butler, James Economy, Roger
11
Harrington, c .... .... 4
3
the
fish
and
land them on the ice.
presented
each
room
in
Senior
High
Conant, Robert Chisholm, Jack
21
Collins, c ......... .... 1
0
When,
if
memory
serves me right,
with
a
beautiful
calendar
entitled
Wood, Christy Adams. Nancy How
3
3
Cates, rg ......... .... 0
tlie
frost
seem
to
emanate from
“
Washington
Selects
the
Site
of
the
o
ard, and Ruth Seabury went to
0
Smith, rg ......... .... 1
them,
and
if
correct,
that must be
McConchie. lg .... .... 0
2
2 Nation's Capitol,” reproduced from Portland Thursday. The trip was
why
they
were
called
“frost fish,"
the
original
painting
by
Henry
Hintaken fcr the purpose of engaging
0
Cummings, lg ... .... 0
0
But
I
was
told
tlial
they
were the
termeister.
These
will
be
used
as
costumes for several dramatic pro
1
J
Economy, lg .... .... 0
identical
fish
called
“
tom
cods’
the
subject
for
the
annual
essay
ductions to be given throughout
0
I
Coffey, lg ......... .... 0
down by the sea—similar to our
contest conducted by Gregory’s at the term.—Ruth Seabury.
bob-o-link called “rice bird" after
• • • •
34 the end of the school year. Mc11
12
emigrating
south.
Dougall-Ladd Company has also
In connection with the study of
Lincoln Academy Boys (14)
Jan.
1,
and
I wish you all a very
1 given fine calendars for each home how to carry money safely, in
l
Cowan, rf ....... .... 0
happy
New
Year!
Junior Business Training, Lee
0 room.
0
Williams, rf ... .... 0
• • • •
W. R. Walter
Wotton brought into class a zipper
1
1
Brewer, rf ........ .... 0
Esther Achorn. Jacqueline Rowell money belt; Gilbert Rogers, a
3
1
Waltz, If ........... .... 1
and
Norman Rogers of Thomaston money bag; Virginia Witham, a the inscription “American Home
0
0
Ripley, If ......... .... 0
High
School, and Constance Nich wrist purse, while many of the Economics Association” have been
3
1
Hatch, c ........... .... 1
ols
of
Hcpe Corner grade school, boys exhibited zipper and snap bill i awarded this week to Peggy Hav2
0
Page, c ............. .... 1
visited
classes
here Tuesday.
3
folds, and the girls all styles of ! ener, Vera Payson, Betty Payson,
1
Trask, rg ......... .... 1
* * • •
0
0
zipper purses and bags.—Doris Mc 1 Barbara Wood, Maxine Oheyne,
Clifford, rg ... .... 0
A
moving
picture
showing
Albert
Virginia Haskell, Jane Packard,
1
1
Intyre.
Jones, lg ........... .... 0
Tangora,
world's
typing
champion
♦
♦
•
♦
Ruth Johnson, Lucille Connon,
—
—
at
the
typewriter
was
seen
by
the
Beatrice
Philbrook. Eloise Law, and
14
4
Vera Payson, Alice Bohn, and
6
five typewriting classes this week Eloise Law were in charge of the Ruth Wotton, who are members of
Projectionists were Clarence de- canteen at recess this week Alice the Home Economics Club. They
NORTH HAVEN
Rocherqpnt, Everett Spear and An Hall and Esther Munro sold candy have acquired the necessary 100
Clara Waterman returned Wed son Olds.
points by working on committees,
on the stairway.
nesday to Swampscott after spend
• • • •
• • * •
contributing to the school paper,
ing the Christmas holiday and
Principal Blaisdell presided at the
Red Cross sewing was done at the serving their school and club, and
brief vacation with her parents bi-weekly faculty meeting Monday Home Economics meeting Friday being present at the meetings.—
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Waterman.
afternoon in the library, at which morning, making babies' bonnets, Vera Payscn.
* • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Crockett time several articles from recent and blankets. Janet Slianncn was
went Monday to Augusta where professional magazines were read elected as the new secretary—Vera
The Girls Ski Club is having its
Mr. Crockett will enter Legislature and discussed.
first skiing today. Mr. Crie has
Payson.
• • • •
• • • *
in his official capacity. They re
again promised the help of the Ski
turned here Friday to be present
At
the
monthly
meeting cf the Gulls in teaching ski techniques.
There will be two exchange pro
at the wedding of Mr. Crockett's grams this term, one with Warren Girls’ Athletic -Association yes
sister, Blanche which will take High and the other with Waldoboro terday morning, plans for the ccm
GLEN COVE
place at the Pulpit Harbor Church High.
ing skating carnival to be held at
Mr. and Mrs. E. B Hall had as
• * • *
Community Park were discussed.
Sunday at 8 o’clock.
guests New Years Day, Mrs. Emily
“History Bees” have been held in Membership cards were also re Murray and daughter, Barbara,
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Grant and
Miss
Hughes’ classes recently, cov ceived by all active members.
family left last week for Sarasota,
Mrs. Rhoda Hamilton, Miss Max
• * • •
ering
material on the history of
Fla., to spend the Winter.
ine Deubo, Miss Margie Andrews
The
Outing
Club
went
cn
a
Hike
Eva Grant is in Lawta, Fla., for Maine from the earliest settlement
and Miss Irene Roy.
until the present time. Winners New Years Day to the Ski Hut in
the Winter.
A telephone has been installed
Camden,
carrying
box
lunches.
At North Haven Grange last were Sandra Hallowell in 8-1 Di
at
the Charles A. Studley resi
Saturday these officers were in vision. Elaine Achorn in 8-2. Robert After luncheon the girls and boys dence,’ number, 976-WK.
climbed t-o the plateau lookout to
stalled by Deputy Lloyd Crockett Dow in 8-3, and Carl Hurd in 8-4
Lewis Tatham returned Sunday
admire the distant view of tlie
•
♦
•
•
assisted by Mrs. Lloyd Crockett as
to
Erskine Academy in South
A new plan for activity tickets ocean and snow covered Islands.
marshal; Blanche Crockett regalia
China;
and Miss Pauline Tatham
Moving pictures which were taken
bearer and Nettie Crockett as em will go into effect next week, where
to
Colby
College.
on the trip are being eagerly an
blem bearer: Master, Harvey Cal by tickets will be punched weekly
ticipated. Miss Lawry chaperoned.
derwood; overseer, Sherman Coop by home room teachers for the re •
• * • •
The whipsnake of the desert can
er; lecturer, Arthur Emeson; stew maining weeks of school, instead of
Attractive bronze pins bearing outdistance a man in the sand.
ard, Hiram Beverage; assistant distributing new tickets each week.
• • • •
steward. Roger Raymond; chaplain.
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
The
faculty
of Junior High gath
Meribah Crockett; treasurer, Flor
of the
ered
in
Miss
Hughes'
room
last
ence Brown; secretary, Mrs. Julia
night
and
presented
Mrs.
Hall
'Ellen
ROCKLAND
LOAN
&
BUILDING ASSOCIATION
Beverage; gate keeper, Richard
Thompson)
with
a
gift.
Her
mar

F.
Waterman; Ceres. Mrs. Harvey Cal
ROCKLAND, ME.
derwood; Pomona. Mrs. Nora riage to Maurice T. Hall took place
As Shown By Its Books
Waterman; Flora, Alice Grant; in Friendship during the Christmas
Dec. 16, 1940
lady assistant steward, Elinor recess.
• • • •
Brown; executive committee, three
J. ALBERT JAMESON. Pres.
I. LAWTON BRAY, Sec.-Treas.
Office boys this week we re Albert
EDWARD F. GLOVER. Vice Pres.
years, Vernon L. Beverage. After
the installation a scallop stew sup Smith. Lewis Stockford, Willie
DIRECTORS—A. Judson Bird, Putnam P. Bicknell, Thomas H. Chisholm.
per was served by the women Shrout, Ronald Packard. Albert Walter P. Conley, Charles H. Duff, Edward F. Glover, I. Lawton Bray,
Munro, James Duffy, Lee Wotton J. Albert Jameson, J. Fred Knight, Walter H. Spear, LeForest A. Thurston.
officers.
and Richard Falla.
Jeannette
Organized May 8. 1923
Saunders
from
the
shorthand
class
pany and buy their service from
RESOURCES
it. A number of them have ex and Pauline Carroll from the office
Loans on Shares ........................................... ..........................
$ 9,355 00
practice
class
have
assisted
Princi

pressed considerable satisfaction
Loans
on
Mortgages
of
Real
Estate
.................
.....................
00
201,167
the clerical work
with the results of this decision. pal Blaisdell with
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate (Direct Reduction) .......... 511.033 29
• • • •
for Taxes. Insurance, etc........................................... ......
Two or three such groups are now
316 58
In beginner’s typewriting classes Advances
Real Estate Acquired by Foreclosure ..................................
2,200 54
considering the proposals of this
this week, William East has won a
2.426 15
Company and as far as we know silver pin for writing 42 words a Real Estate in Process of Foreclosure ..................................
Stock In Federal Home Loan Bank
.................................
7200 00
it has not been necessary for any minute, Elizabeth Shapiro and Stuo Furniture and Fixtures .......................................................................
731 no
co-operative to actually go into Salo have received certificates fur Cash on Deposit .......... ............................................................
16,442 55
the business of furnishing elec writing 25 words, and Perley Bart Cash on B-nd ............................ .............. ................................................
300 00
Special Participation Loan ................................................................
5,0?0 00
tricity in our territory.
lett and Lillian Savage have hit the
1 00
We firmly believe that both the target for over 20 words a minute. Other Resouces .......................... .
people directly concerned, as well
• • • •
$786,173 21
as the whole body of our custom
One of the tnost enjoyable as
ers are better off to have the ter sembly programs gf the year was
LIABILITIES
$366,572 36
ritory completely served by one given in the auditorium Tuesday Accumulated Capital (Free Shares*
Accumulated Capital (Mortgage Pledged Shares)
107,637 53
organization. Central Maine Power morning, when nine former pupils
Accumulated Capital (Pledged for Share Loans) .
22,426 45
Company is better able to see to it of Rockland High, on vacation from Advance Payments ....... ..................................................
4,473 95
that the lines for distribution of their respective colleges and univer Prepaid Shares Certificates ...........................................
112,800 on
electricity are well built and sities. spoke to the student body. Guaranty Fund ................................. ....................
40.321 31
80.277 60
maintained from the point of view The different fields in which the Profits ................. ....................................................................
............................ .......... ........ ....................... „....
2,768 84
of safety and good service than speakers are now studying include Reserve
Forfeited Shares .......».........................................................
25 97
small groups operating in a co the ministry, law, medicine, teach Due to Borrowers ................................... . ............
1,379 35
operative fashion could possibly be. ing, the navy and engineering, Borrowed Money ...... ........ _........................... ...... ...........
47,500 00
We feel confident that in the long which proved an impressive as well
$786,173 21
run this Company will be able to as a varied list.
supply this service at a lower cost
The speakers not only related Number of Shares Outstanding
than could be had from such humorous anecdotes of their college Number of Shares Pledged ..........
groups acting co-operatively.
and also High School days, but left Number of Shareholders ...........
serious thoughts as well. All spoke Number of Loans ........................
The salary of London's Lord of the value of higher education and Number of Borrowers ..............
Mavor which had been fixed at urged all who could to aim for
ANDREW J. BF.CK.
$50,000 since 1875. was raised tn further schooling It is hoped that
Bank Commissioner
>75 000 a few years ago.
each year will see a repetition of a
2-lt

J»n. 5—Warren—Opc
prayer ln the oburchJan. 6 Lincoln Co,
Aaa'n meets at1 Wald
Church.
Jan. 6—Golden Jtibi
Ing of Lady Knox Ch
Community Building
Jan. 11 Limeroek
meets with Pleasant
Rockland
Jan. 17—Hducatlonn
Orand Army hall
Feb 14 16 —Camder
Carnival
Jan. 23 Annual ba
den Chamber of Cornu
Hall
Feb 26—Ash Wedtu
gins.
Feb 7 “Khox Cour
a full color motion p
by The Knox Count
at the Community Th
Feb 12—Lincoln's J)
Feb 22—Washington

The We,
Tlie New Year, onl
was kicking up Its 1
paper went lo pres
of a northeast sne
wind, but mild tem
first cannon made il
completed 166 yea
About as fashionnij
hoopskirt.

The City Governm
Monday night.
There will be a
Monday afternoon
o'clock at the Comnj
Main street miss,
decorations and th)
who came home to
mas and New Years

Limeroek Valley
meet Jan. 11 at
Grange. State of
present and a dou
will be held. Suppet]
The oath of offi'
istered to County
Alfred C. Hocking
Stuart C. Burge*
tlce. The appointi
two years, until th
elec»Ion.
Prof. William B.
of Colby's history
an authority on wc
be the speaker ai
meeting of the Kno
Club to be held Feb
Copper Kettle, lunc
the talk.

Lieut. Col. Georg,
Army, was yesterdi
Rotary Club and r<
welcome back to t
so much enjoyed 1
during his residenc
His talk dwelt wit
observations on thi
as a lay man with
point of view. A
service was led by
with Danny Patt
Harold Boardman
Earl Noyes of Portl
ing Rotarians and
of Ashburnham, Ma
For flying lnstnn
Treat, <>8 Grace 1
adv.

Hiding America F
—how the nation!
among technicians
new tricks to mak<
war. See the Arl
Magazine with till
Boston Sunday Adj
Beano at the El
night

Visit Lucien K. G
Furs; Burdell’s D
Dresses. Complete
on hand. New mere
in every day at n
See them today. OnSchool street. Rock

NOVEL’

Spear Hall, Mi

7.30 o'c
Free Dinner, Merch
and Chenill,

DAN!
EVERY SATU

At I

GLEN-i
Music
HAL’S RHY:

Admission 35c anl

FUNERAI
Ambulance
TELEPH

390 or 781-1
110-113 LIMER(
KOCKLA"

Every-Qther-Day

W. R. Walter Furnishes
One Explanation Why
They Are So-Called
"o the Roving Reporter:—
I \jur items that The Black Cat
k over with those kindly eyes
he question is asked: “Why are
rc.-t fish given that name?" j
on t know too much about the na1111 and difference in fish except
■hen I eat them, but the question
au.ed me to hark back again to
ny youthful days, when the use of
lie rod und line was one of rny
hief ia. times. Many trips were
Hade down to “old briny" where i
< n a ledge and polled In the
imicods.
.' .itC'tr ic
It. those days I was accustomed
j in ke frequent visits to my aunt,
Ji. Basha Tibbetts, in Augusta.
And. b. the way, James Whitcomb
ttle.
Old Aunt Mary” had noth
in cn Aunt Basha for kindness
nd entertainment. The good old
k:-, went home to her reward but
lew weeks ago from her daugh•t , home, Mrs. Lida Covey, in
t . .!. 1 n. D C.. at the advanced
of 96 years and ten months.)
hi ■ tie cf my visits in the month
f January Aunt Basha’a boy, Clarnce and I went on the ice Just
elew the Kennebec dam to hook
qt ome “frost fish" which were
lakiud their way up the river at
hat season.
The water was shallow and the
:ave!ly bottom was visible and the
lies in the ice were plenty large
; erate our hocks and pull out
tn fish and land them on the ice.
/lv n, if memory serves me right,
(ie lrost seem to emanate from
hem. and if correct, tiiat must be
they were called “frost fish.’’
lut I was told that they were the
lentical fish called “tom cods’’
awn by the sea—similar to our
Db-o-link called “rice bird’’ after
[nigrating south.
Jan. 1. and I wish you all a very
|appy New Year!
W. R. Walter
lie inscription “American Home
: omlcs Association” have been
h auled this week to Peggy Havier. Vera Payson. Betty Payson,
aibara Wood. Maxine Oheyne,
irgtnia Haskell, Jane Packard,
tilth Johnson, Lucille Connon,
H
ce Philbrook. Eloise Law, and
tuth Wotton, who are members of
Home Economics Club. They
l»ve acquired the necessary 100
oints by working on committees,
mtributlng to the school paper,
riving their school and club, and
present at the meetings —
era Payson
• • • •
T..e Girls Ski Club is having its
irst skiing today. Mr. Crie has
-.un promised the help of the Ski
nils in teaching ski techniques.

,LEN COVE
Mr and Mrs. E B Hall had as
uests New Years Day. Mrs. Emily
urray and daughter, Barbara,
[i Rhcria Hamilton, Miss MaxDeubo, Miss Margie Andrews
Ik. Mi s Irene Roy.
V

tel phone has been installed

tiie Charles A Studley resiienci number. 976-WK.
I wis Tatham returned Sunday
a Erskine Academy in South
li'ina; and Miss Pauline Tatham
> Colby College.

T.e whipsnake of the desert can
itiirstancc a man in the sand.
CONDITION

L

ILDING ASSOCIATION
» ME.
Ils Books

1940
I. LAWTON BRAY, See.-Treas.
'ER, Vice Pres.
P. Bu knell. Thomas H. Chisholm,
iward F. Glover, I. I>awton Bray,
rr II. Spear, Le Forest A. Thurston.
y 8. 1123

'ES
$ 9’55
201,167
511.033
316
2.200
2.426
7200
731
16,442
300
5.010
1

00
00
29
58
51
15
00
00
55
00
00
00

5786.173 21
IFS

1 >hares, ,
Loan si

<366,562
197.637

36

22.426
4 473
112.890
40,321 31
sn *77
2 768

25

1,379
47500
$786,173 21

TALK OF THE TOWN

Carl O. Nelson, service officer for
the American Legion, received a
letter today from Malcolm Stod
dard, head of the Veterans Hospi
tal in Togus, stating that the hos
pital, at the present time, is full
and service men wishing to enter
for treatment must first send in ar
application. Emergency cases wil
be accepted without application.

And Those Who Heard the Inaugural

The Kiwanis Club
Will See Wilbur Senter’s
Latest Colored Picture
Monday Night

CH U RCH ES

Address Liked What He Said

which were neither foreseen nor
Between these two groups.—the provided for in the constitution.
old and the young, are the workers This extension of the council beyond
who must produce the wealth to the framework of its fundamental
support all these governmental serv authority has led to inefficiency
ices. Certainly the welfare of this and confusion in the administra
great group in the middle is our tion of State affairs. This con
most vital concern. For Maine to fusion has extended to the Council
go forward, our workers must have itself. By extra-legal orders this
the opportunity to make a reason advisory body has not only assumed
able living under satisfactory con- executive functions, but has also enditions. To this end we have under- ; croached upon the powers of the
taken unemployment insurance, th..? I legislature. I therefore recommend
Labor

BURPEE’S
Ambulance Servict

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
IM or 781-1 or 781-11
118-118 LIMEROCK STREET

3-H

MAINE HAS NEW GOVERNOR

Wilbur F. Senter will be the'
speaker at Monday night’s meeting
SERMONETTE
of the Kiwanis Club, at the Copper
The administration of Maine's , re-employment services, workmen’s Kettle. He will show his latest col A New Year Comes
There is always joy in the
Strand Theatre the coming week governmental affairs came under compensation and industrial safety ored moving picture, and speak on
ing of Lady Knox Chapter. D A R. at
Community Building
early
opening of a New Year.
Jan. 11- Limerock Valley Pomona will offer the following feature at he guiding hand of a new Governor programs. Both legislative and ad- the subject "Art of Photography.''
The
sun
in its long astronomi
meet-i with Pleasant Valley Orange. tractions: Sunday, Monday and
The directors. Sherman Daniels,
Rockland.
cal
sweep
is coming back No
Owen Johnston, Clinton J. Bowley,
Jan. 17—Educational Club meets at Tuesday, “Tin Pan Alley.” with
Grand Army hall
matter
how
much of cold and
Louis B. Ccok, Hugh Little, H. P
Peb 14 16 —Camden— Outing Club Alice Faye and John Payne; Wed
discomfort
may
be in its early
Carnival
Studley, Robert McCarty arid Dr.
nesday and Thursday, “Too Many
Jan. 23 - Annual banquet of Cam
weeks,
the
days
lengthen, and
Edwin L. Scarlott, will hold a sup
den Chamber of Commerce at Masonic Girls,” featuring Lucille Ball and
Hall
warmth
is
ahead.
The
old year s
per meeting Wednesday night at the
Peb 26—Ash Wednesday; Lent be Richard Carlson; Friday and Sat
record
has
been
transferred
gins.
Thorndike Hotel.
urday, “East River", with John
Peb. 7 "Khox County On Parade”,
from the journal of time and
President Irancls D. Orne has se
a full color motion picture presented Garfield and Marjorie Rambeau.
by The Knox County Camera Club
posted
onto the ledger pages of
lected the following committees to
at the Community Building.
eternity.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday
serve with him:
Ruth Mayhew Tent will sponsor
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday.
What about the new set of
Classification and membership.
a beano party at Grand Army hail
books? No entries have yet
George W. Brackett, Donald G
Monday afternoon Priscilla Smith
The Weather
Cummings, Robert P. Russell; pub been made, no blots or erasures
chairman, assisted by Florence
licity and public affairs, John M. of moment. This cannot con
Rogers.
The
awards
will
be
care

The New Year, only 3l6 days old.
Pomeroy,
John G. Snow. Sherman tinue and one would not wish
fully
selected
and
varied.
Supper
was kicking up its heels when this
Daniels,
Richard
Bird; laws and it; the books of time must be
will
be
served
at
6
o
’
clock,
Maud
paper want lo press, in the form
regulations,
Alan
Grossman;
pro written. It is what they are
Cables
and
Lizzie
French,
chair

of a northeast snowstorm. Heavy
for and record books are of no
gram.
January,
Dr.
Donald
Leigh;
men.
Regular
meeting
at
7.30
wind, but mild temperature. The
use
on the shelves of stationers.
February,
Robert
Russell;
March,
Let's
begin
the
New
Year
by
regu

first cannon made in America was
Let
this imaginary entry be
Owen
Johnston;
April,
Richard
lar
attendance.
An
invitation
has
completed 166 years ago today.
made: “I will not fear what
Bird;
music,
Mr.
Daniels,
Mr.
Rus

been
extended
to
all
members
to
About as fashionable now as a
sell and Robert McCarty; vocational flesh can do to me.” There are
attend the installation of Emma
hoopskirt.
guidance. John M. Pomeroy, chair
terrible things for the peoples of
White Barker Tent, Wednesday,
man; boys' and girls' work and un this world in the coming year.
Jan. 15. It is hoped that a large
The City Government meets next number may attend.
derprivileged children, Dr. Scarlott, A good way is to cast out fear.
Monday night.
J. Donald Coughlin, Dr. Leigh. The sure way is to trust in God.
BORN
Hugh Little, C. J. Bowley, Isidor One cannot write up the pages
There will be a Well Baby Clinic
Wiggin—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 3.
Gordon, Donald Cummings, Arthur in advance, but he knows that
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wiggin, a
Monday afternoon from 2 until 4 to
F. Lamb. Dr. E. W. Peaslee; char everyone must have his part in
daughter.
o’clock at thc Community Building.
ter night, Lawrence Miller, J. Don its bibliography.
MARRIED
ald Coughlin, Arthur F. Lamb,
In Hitler's destruction of
Hanna-Benner—At New Harbor. Dec. Bath furnished the first Governor of Maine, and it now conies back into its Sherman
Main street misses the hr/iday
Daniels;
Easter
ball,
Coventry
in which he takes
24. Carl M Hanna and Miss Mary C.
own by furnishing the latest Governor—Hon. Sumner Sewall
decorations and the young folks Benner, both of New Harbor.
Louis Cook, general chairman; or pride, one sees an old English
Foley-Hatch—At Rockland. Jan. 2.
who came home to spend Christ Ypres
chestra, Richard Bird and Hugh city, harming no one, wiped out
Foley and Ruth Hatch, both of
Rockland —By Rev. Guy Wilson
Thursday
forenoon, when Hon ministrative efforts will be required Little; tickets, Donald G. Cum in hatred. On one of the
mas and New Years.
Childs-Proctor-At Hyannis, Mass.,
Dec. 18. W. Francis Childs of ORter- Sumner Sewall of Bath elected by of us during this session to perfect mings; publicity, Robert Russell;
church fronts there hung a
vllle. Mass., and Miss Virginia Proc
Limerock Valley Pomona will tor. formerly of Rockland
refreshments,
Owen
Johnston;
legend of faith placed there be
one of the largest majorities ever such undertakings.
meet Jan. 11 at Pleasant Vallej’
treasurer,
Lawrence
Miller.
fore the destruction. It cov
given a Maine candidate, took thc Normal Functions Of Government
DIED
Orange
State officers will be
Agriculture and business stand ered the entire front, "It all de
Blood -At Camden, Jan. 4, Nellie M.. oath of office.
present and a double installation wife
I commend to your consideration ards, Clinton Bowley, Hugh Little,
of Lewis M Blood.
The oath was administered to a continuing development of the Dr. Lloyd Richardson; house and pends on me and I depend on
Sparta—At Rockland. Jan. 4, Peter
will be held. Supper will be served.
God.”
Sparta of Camden.
Gov. Sewall at 11.10 a. m. by his old wealth of our marine and Inland reception, Dr. Richardson, Harry
Miller—At Rockport. Jan 4. George
Tiiat is how the history of
Washington Miller, aged 70 years. Fu time friend, President Nathaniel fisheries and game which provide a
The oath of office was admin neral
Odom, Donald G. Cummings and
1941 now in the making will
Tuesday at 2 o’clock from RusTompkins of the Senate, whom he living for so many thousands of A. H. Robinson; interclub relations
istered »o County Commissioner seU parlors.
be made up. It all depends on
Shibles —At Rockport, Jan. 3. Au supported for Speaker of the House our Cjti2ens and are instrumental in
Alfred C. Hocking yesterday by gusta O., widow of John W Shibles,
and Kiwanis education, Al Plourde, you and me and millions of
91 years. 23 days. Funeral Mon in his first Legislative term when he 1 attracting so many other thousands
Stuart C. Burgeas. dedimus jus aged
Pearl Studley, Sherman Daniels, A. other humans. There would be
day at 2 o’clock from Baptist Church.
entered the 87th Legislature as a to our State. The conservation of H. Robinson, A. F. Lamb, Stuart C.
Walter—At Waldoboro. Jan. 2. Gard
tice. The appointment runs for
no question of what would be
ner B Walter., aged 75 years. Funeral
two years, until the next regular Sunday at 1.30 p. m. from the resi Representative from Bath. It was our forests and our soil so that they Burgess and Dr. Leigh.
written
if the millions depend
dence.
Senator Tompkins, the man from may be of the fullest economic use
ele. Jon.
Randall At Camden, Jan. 3, George
ed
on«God.
There would be no
Houlton, who presented Sewall’s to us and to our children requires
H. Randall.
Capt.
Arthur
Reed
is
at
the
Vet

more
cities
bombed, no more
Flowers—At Rockland. Jan. 2. Doris
Prof. William B. Wilkinson, head Ann Flowers, daughter of Mrs. Leroy name two years ago for the Presi broad and intelligent study.
eran
’
s
Hospital
in
Togus
for
treat

rape
of
nations,
no more skulk
of Camden, aged 7 years. Fu dency of the Senate. Present at the
The vital importance of a safe ment.
of Colby s history department and Carver
neral Saturday at 2 o'clock from Good
ing
submarines,
assassins
of the
an authority on world affairs will funeral home. Burial in Amesbury ceremony were three former Gov and adequate highway system re
seas.
Hill cemetery. Rockport.
ernors, Percival P. Baxter, Wm. Tu quires your attention to the prob
be the speaker at the opening
Mayor Edward R Veazie was
Coventry destroyed physical
dor Gardiner and Louis J. Brann. lems of planning, financing, con
CARD OF THANKS
meeting of the Knox County Colby
notified’ yesterday that Belfast, ly. lives eternally. So comes
wish to express my sincere thanks the justices of the Supreme and structing and maintaining a system
Club to be held Feb. 5 or 6 at The toI the
1941.
Camden, Thomaston, St. George
nurses at the Knox Hospital, Superior Courts in their black robes,
Copper Kettle, luncheon preceding Dr.'s Jameson and Brown for the ex
which will meet the needs of our and Owl’s Head have been desig
—William A. Holman
cellent care I received during my the members of the Executive Coun
the talk.
citizens and prove inviting to our nated to receive the stamp plan.
recent Illness, also those who sent
cil. and the two branches of the vjsjtors
cards, flowers, etc.
♦
Inez Ames
The food stamp plan will begin op
Legislature. Prayer was offered by
At St. Peter's Church <Episcopal)
Lieut. Col. George Blaney, U. 8.
eration in a few weeks. It was Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the ser
Xational
Defense
Rev.
Joseph
O.
Purdue
of
Winter
CARD OF THANKS
Army, was yesterday’s speaker at
Through emergency legislation and stated that the reason these towns vices for tomorrow will be appro
I thank Dr. and Mrs Henry J. Petta- street Church, Bath.
Rotary Club and received a warm piece.
Miss Joyce Pettaplece, Nurse
Close attention was given to the appropriations we have already received such favorable considera priate for the 2d Sunday after
welcome back to the club which Mary Cavanaugh. Miss Mildred Rob
inson. neighbors and friends, the E. A. inaugural address by one of the started important works. In close tion was because of the splendid Christmas; Matins at 7.15; Holy
so much enjoyed his membership Starrett Auxiliary, and the Dorcas
of King's Daughters, for all largest
crowds that has ever co-operation with the federal gov way in which the city of Rockland Communion at 7.30; church school
during his residence in this city. Circle
the gifts and kindness shown me
thronged the State House. The ad- ernment, our airport program and co-operated when working to have at 9.30; Holy Eucharist and sermon
His talk dwelt with his personal while In Camden.
Sewall
E.
Peabody
dres was punctuated by frequent other developments serving the im the plan in this city, and the fine at 10.30; Vespers at 7.30 p. m. Mon
observations on the war situation Warren.
applause, and on all sides were seen mediate needs of defense should be way in which it is being operated. day is the Feast of the Epiphany
as a lay man with a non-military
DU.V. beano at G.A R. hall Mon and heard evidences of approval carried through to completion at The banks, merchants and city of Mass at 7.30.
point of view. A rousing seng
ficials have all worked steadily to
Wednesday, Mass with Intention
service was led by Lloyd Daniels day afternoon. Door prize, four Condensed into easily read form the the earliest possible moment. Pro gether, and although the system is
visions
for
replacing
in
some
meas

for
a new Bishop of Maine at 7.30.
Inaugural
message
follows:
with Danny Patt at the piano. yards of dress material.—adv.
new,
is
already
functioning
• • • •
•
*
•
w
ure
the
national
guard
units
called
Harold Boardman of Bangor and
smoothly.
During
the
first
month
Economy
to federal service will demand your
At the Universalist Church to
Earl Noyes of Portland were visit MEDOMAK
of the plan in this city. Mayor
earnest consideration.
There
is
one
thought
paramount
morrow at 10.45, Rev. Henry Webb
ing Rotarians and John Creighton
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore MctLain
Veazie reports that $4400 in orange
of Wiscasset will occupy the pulpit
of Ashburnham, Mass., was a guest. and daughter were Rockland visi today in the minds of the people of Efficiency In Government
stamps was used, and with the blue
Maine. That thought is economy.
There are certain long-standing stamps, made a buying power of in the absence of Dr. John Smith
tors Saturday.
For
my
part,
I
recognize
that
my
Lowe. Miss Lotte MacLaughlin will
For flying Instruction see Charlie
Willson Collamorc spent several administration must live within thc situations in our State government $6600 for food in December.
be soloist and the young people's
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rcckland.—
days the past week with his aunt, appropriations which you may. in which I believe you should consider
chorus
will assist with the hymns.
adv.
2-tf
Mrs. Irving Simmons in Muscon- your wisdom, make available. For changing in the interest of that you take whatever action you Small children will be taken care of
efficiency.
find wise and necessary to return in the kindergarten.
your part, I ask that you appropriate
Church
Hiding America From An Enemy gus.
Inordinately low salaries, whether the Executive Council to its origi
and
Mrs.
L.
W.
Osier
and
Mr.
sufficient funds with which my ad
schcol will meet at noon in the
—how the nation’s best brains
paid to department heads or other nal constitutional function as an
vestry; Mrs. Glover’s Class at her
among technicians are turning out three children passed Christmas ministration reasonably may be ex State employes, breed inefficiency in
advisory and confirfning body.
pected to meet the needs of our
residence; the Men’s Class at Mr
new tricks to make us invisible in at W. H. Hilton’s.
Kenneth Prior of Fort Devens people. In any event, there will be government just as in private enter Honesty
Glover’s office; Junior YP.C.U. at
war. See the American Weekly
prise. I commend to your consider
no overdraft in this administra
5.30; and Senior Y.P.C.U. at 7.
Magazine witli tiie January 5th spent Christmas at his home.
To
respond
in
full
measure
to
all
• * • *
Mr. andi Mrs. Astor Willey were tion. If it later appears that our ation the thought that certain sal these human and economic needs,
Boston Sunday Advertiser.
2*It
ary
increases
and
pay
adjustments,
visitors Tuesday in Rockland.
needs cannot be met by appropri
our government must have the fun
At the Congregational Church
Mrs. Clara Carter, son Burton ations made at this session I shall judiciously distributed, will prove an damental quality of simple honesty. the service of public worship and
Beano at the Elks every Friday
night
129-tf and daughter passed the holiday call you in special session to give economy in the long run.
By constitutional or statutory pro This means not only honesty in church school is at 10.30 a. m. with
with Mrs. Carter's two daughters further consideration to the prob
vision, the attorney general, the sec money, but honesty in thinking. In the children sharing in the worship
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for in Friendship.
lems as they then may exist.
retary of State, the treasurer of all our functions, let us proceed by service and attending classes dur
Furs: Burdell's Dress Shop for
Maurice Keene of Newport is Old Age Assistance
Dresses.
Complete stocks always
State, the commissioner of agricul open, frank and straightforward ing the sermon. The theme of the
spending
a
vacation
with
his
par

sermon by Rev. Corwin H. Olds will
on hand. New merchandise coming
I therefore commend to your par ture. and the State auditor are elect methods.
be. “The Higher Churchmanship.”
Our
citizens
are
entitled
to
know
in every day at moderate prices. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keene.
ticular attention our present old age ed by the legislature. It is entirely
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hilton were
the truth concerning the govern This will be Communion Sunday,
See them today. Odd FeUows Block,
assistance program. From the be right that the State auditor be so
School street. Rockland.
107-tf guests Sunday at L. W. Osier s.
ginning, we have recognized in law elected, as it is his duty to audit ment which belongs to them. They with the Lord’s Supper being shared
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Genthner
cannot assist us without knowing at the conclusion of the sermon.
the obligation to provide for our and report to you the accuracy, le
snd Mrs. Nancy Genthner were
the truth, and you and I need their There will also be a reception of
needy aged, but we have failed to gality and propriety of administra
NOVELTY BINGO
Rockland visitors Tuesday.
assistance. Through the channels members. The Comrades of tne
implement our law with appropria tive expenditures.
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Walter of
of
a free press and radio the people Way will meet in the vestry at 6.30
Spear Hall, Monday Night Waldoboro and Mr. and Mrs. Fred tions sufficient for just administra I hope that in your search for of Maine will follow our delibera p. m„ and the program will be un
tion. To be true, this problem will greater efficiency you will study the
7.30 o'clock
tions. I am sure they will make der the direction of Eileen Beech.
Hansen of Camden visited Christ
tend to diminish as the federal old possible advantages of extending the
Free Dinner, Merchandise Value $2,
their
desires and opinions equally Pilgrim Fellowship will meet at
mas
Day
at
M.
L.
Shuman
’
s.
and Chenille Spread
*
age insurance program expands, but two-year term of governor to a
the parsonage, 35 Beech street, at
known to us.
until the federal pension becom‘>s single term of four years. By such
A little more than a third of the sufficient to alleviate human distress action, a governor would be able to
worlds population is Christian.
among our aged, it is clearly the spend more time administering the
duty
of the State, in co-operation J affairs of State according to law
DANCING
NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
with
the
federal government, to see and less time seeking election to
KNOX COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL
The regular annual meeting of the to it that no needy aged person that or some other office.
of Knox County Gen
EVERY SATURDAY NITE Incorporators
If this suggestion is followed, it
eral Hospital will be held at the Wil suffers.
liam Bok Home at 7.30 p. m . Monday.
may
also be wise to consider the de
January 13. 1941. for tne election of Vocational Education
oncers
and
directors,
and
transacting
sirability
of having the State elecGLEN-COVE.
such other business as may legally
By practical recognition of present
' tion occur in years other than those
come before said meeting
economic demands, we will prepare in which the President is elected.
Milton M Griffin, secretary.
When all outdoors shivers in Winter's
Music By
Rockland. Me.. Dec. 30. 1940
our
young
people
to
meet
adequately
HALS RHYTHM AIRES
2-lt
icy grasp—and your family is cozy and
The purpose of this change would
the social demands of the future. By
be to give State matters the sepa
happy in your comfortably heated
vocational training they will better
Admission 35c and 15c, plus tax
rate consideration they deserve.
home —you’ll he glad you switched to
meet the tasks of their productive
117Stf
Through the years the Executive
pure,
heat-packed, economical
years and provide for weir merited
Council has been given duties and
security in later years.
powers by legislative enactment
Jan. 5—Warren—Opening of week of
prayer In tne ofcurches
Jan. 6 Lincoln County Ministerial
Ass n meets at Waldoboro Methodist
Church
Jan. 6—Golden Jubilee guest meet

FUNERAL HOME

ANDREW J. BECK.
Bank
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Every-Dther-Day

ibout Frost Fish

ROCKLAND. ME.

119-tf

RUSSELL

FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.

TEL. 662

ROCKLAND, ME.

98-tf

Baptist Organist

•8 with the program committee
meeting at the same place an hour
earlier.
e • • •

Seal of God” will be the i
subject pf the sermon at the First
Baptist Church Sunday morning
I at 10.30. The choir under the di; rection of Miss Luella Grace PatI terson wilf sing. Tiie church school
1 with classes for all ages will meet
at noon. The Endeavorer s InsplrI ation Hour will open at 6 o’clock
j with Mrs. Evelyn McKuslc bringI ing a message to the young people,
i Tiie people’s evening service will
epen at 7.15 with tiie prelude and
j big sing, assisted by thc instruMiss Luella Grace Patterson of
! ments and the choir. Mr MacDon
Osceola
Mills, Penn., has come to
ald's subject will be, "A Strange
the
First
Baptist Church to serve as
Hatred.”
organist, choir director and pas* * * •
| Holy Communion will be observed tor's assistant. She is already on the
j tomorrow morning at the Metho- I field and seeking to get a line on
dist Church at 10.30 with the medi- ■ the work which is to be hers to no.
tation theme "In Remembrance of
Miss Patterson is a graduate of
Me." The 7 o'clock service subject the Scranton Conservatory of Music,
by Dr. Wilson will be "Life’s Great Scranton, Penn. She majored ill
est Deed.”
Men's and Baraca piano. In 1940 she graduated from
Classes meet at 9.30; church school Houghton College, Houghton, N. Y.
at noon and young people at 6 There she took a major in Religious
o'clock. The Tuesday prayer serv Education, and was one of the or
ice at 7 o'clock will be followed by ganists of the college.
Along with her work in the church
a meeting of the official board.
• • * •
music, Miss Patterson will give at
At tfie Littlefield Memorial tention to the work of the church
Church Sunday morning at 1030, school and Junior Endeavor Society.
the pastor, Rev. C. A. Marstaller She will visit in the homes of the
will speak on “Tiie Law of Growth.” pupils.
Special music will include a selec
Miss Patterson will play at both
tion by the choir. Sunday School the services on Sunday,
follows at 11.45 with classes for all
ages.
Young People's meeting
.comes at 6 o’clock with a guest UNION
Miss Carrie Gleason is ill at the
speaker. At 7.15 there will be a
short musical program including home of her niece, Mrs. Carrie
an instrumental selection by Mr. Mank
A social will be held Jan. 15 at
and Mrs. Sidney Munro and a solo
by Walter Griffin. The pastor will: Odd Fellows hall. The lodge is in
speak on "The Light Shineth.” Mid vited to a get-together Jan. 9 at
week praise and prayer service Germanica Lodge, Waldoboro.
Tuesday at 7 30. The Ladies’ Aid
Mrs. Eva Sayward entertained a
will meet Wednesday evening with party of friends at holiday dinner.
Mrs. Nellie Manning on Achorn
Benjamin Cullinan is a patient at
street.
Knox
Hospital, Rockland.
* * ♦ •
Mrs.
Carrie Mank and grandson
“God” is the subject of the Les
son-Sermon that will be read in Gerald Ames were recent guests of
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, her daughter Mrs. Carl Christof
throughout the world, Jan. 5. The ferson in Rockland.
A. E. Ames and family spent
Golden Text is: “Praise waitetli for
Christmas
with Mr. and Mrs. Don
thee, O God, in Sion: and unto
thee shell the voy be performed. O ald Crie in Rockland.
Carl MoCrillis passed tiie holiday
thou tiiat heareth prayer, unto thee
shall all flesh come.” (Psalms with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
65:1, 2). The citations from the Harry MoCrillis in Palmyra.
The Central Maine Power Com
Bible include the following pass
ages: "God hath spoken once; twice pany has taken over the electric
have I heard this; that power be- power and lights of the Crawford
longeth unto God” (Psalms 62:11). Electric Co., with the exception of
thc South Union residences, beglnWalter Barter of Glenmere re- ning at Edmund Harding’s place.
Enoch Henderson of Madison Is
ported seeing a pansy in full bloom
visiting his sister, Mrs. Ralph
Jan. 1.
Hannon.
At the annual meeting of the
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Perry and Mr,
Knox County Trust Company next and Mrs. Hugh McCorrison of Ap
Monday the stockholders will vote pleton were visitors Sunday at D.
on the matter of discontinuing It. Cummings'.
and closing the branch offices in
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brown of
Warren and Union at the close of Appleton were holiday dinner guests
business Jan. 31. 1941. In his let at the home of J. C Simmons.
ter to the stockholders President
Everett Ripley, who has been suf
Morris B. Perry says: "During the fering from an infected hand, is
past year your directors have given somewhat improved and able to be
a great deal of thought to the ad out.
visability of closing the branches
Mr and Mrs. Charles Esancy en
at Warren and Union, and, after tertained New Year’s Day, Mr. and
an exhaustive study of the situ Mrs. Carl Sukeforth, Mr. and Mrs.
ation, they are unanimous in their James Curtis and daughter Nancy,
decision that such action is in the Ellis Maddocks, all of this place, and
best Interest of your bank. Ac Selma Hanson of Washington.
cordingly your directors have
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Perry and
voted, subject to the action of the Clifford Rowell were visitors Tues
shareholders, to discontinue both day in Friendship.
of said branch offices at the close
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette.
of business Jan. 31. 1941.’
“The

HERE IT IS
Just what you have been
waiting for—

DRESSES
c
2 for $1.00
Beautifully Dry Cleansed and Pressed

D&H ANTHRACITE

Otner Garments Equally Low Priced

WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER

CALL 487

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND ME.
THE

FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA

TEL.

170
HARD

COAL

17 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND

TEL.
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relative to Red Cross and Christ
WEST WALDOBORO
mas baskets.
Ml-, and Mrs. Dewey Winchen
) U.
WARREN
WALDOBORO
Tea was served from a silver and
bach entertained at Christmas
ft ft ft ft
ftft ft ft
red appointed table.
Hostesses
dinner. Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Van
were
Mrs.
Sace
Weston,
Mrs.
Mil

ALENA L. STARRETT
MRS LOUISE NnWBEf
nah and sen Sherman of South
dred Ashworth, Mrs. Dora Miller,
Correspondent
Correspondent
Waldoboro. Eugene Winchenbach
Mrs. Rose Weston and Mrs. Maude
ft ft ft ft
£ ft ft a
of Lincoln. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Steward
Mrs.
Ina
Smith
and
Mrs
Winchenbach, Mr. and Mrs. Al
Tel. 40
Tel. 27
bn
Ashworth poured.
- -----------------------ton Winchenbach and son James
Richard Connor has returned to
and Miss Eleanor Winchenbach.
Miss Besse Reed of Newton, Mass. High School News
Winchester.
Mass., after spending
Is passing several weeks at her , ^.he gtucjent Council met Mon
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hilton of
home on Cole's Hill.
I day,
Up the system of book- a vac ition with Dr. and Mrs. Per
Springfield, Mass., spent the holi
day with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Nellie Moody has returned , keeping used by the school and a ley Damon.
Mrs. Phi’.ip Simmons motored
from a visit with her aunt, Mrs. copy of the trial balance was passed
Henry Hilton.
Irving Eaton in Bridgeport, Conn. around. A dictionary of the Eng Wednesday to Richmond, with
Mrs. Rozetta Creamer. Mrs. Win
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Reed have lish language and one of synonyms Mrs. Lucy Hawkins. R. N., and was
ston McLain and.Roland Nash. Jr.,
returned to New York after spend- ! and antoyms have been received and caller thert on several friends.
of New Harbor passed Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Overlock
lng the holidays at their home it was voted to put them In the
Day with Mr. and Mrs. Roland
u.
entertained
at
dinner
on
New
school
library
with
the
other
refer

here.
•
Nash.
Year
’
s
Day,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
ence
books.
Mrs. Celia Oross returns to
Wesley Society met Thursday
The Freshmen boys trounced the Rogers and daughter, Donna, Mr.
morrow to Gorham Normal School
with Mrs. Fannie Waltz.
high-riding sophomores 15-3 in a and Mrs. Kenneth Keyes and
after passing the Christmas recess
Mrs. Emily Winchenbach ac
stunning upset. It was the first daughter Cornelia of Thomaston
with relatives here.
companied
by Mr. and Mrs. Reu
victory in volley-ball for the Fresh and Mrs. Catherine Weaver.
ben
Chase
of
New Harbor were in
Mrs. Arthur R. Savage of Au men this year. The Sophomore
Funeral
services
for
Capt.
gusta was guest Wednesday of girls tasted the sweet juices of Charles H Young, who died Wed
Augusta recently.
Miss Grace Yorke.
Urban Borneman spent the
victory by defeating the Freshmen nesday night will be held Sunday
Christmas recess with his mother
Mrs. Warren Colwell Is employed girls 15-10 and thereby annexing at 2 o'clock at the home and burial
Mrs. Thelma Borneman in New
nt The Waldoboro Press office.
the series. James Winchenbach will be in Sterling. Obituary de
Hampshire.
and
Edith
Burgess
represented
the
ferred.
Mrs. I. R. Lenfest returned
Sophomores
at
the
radio
broadcast
William Fitzgerald who is at
Thursday to Presque Isle after a
Mrs. Annie Watts returned last
tending Wesleyan University is
visit with her son, Dr. Stanley over WRDO in Augusta last Satur Saturday from a week’s visit in
day.
spending the Christmas recess with
Lenfest and Mrs. Lenfest.
Providence, with her daughter and
No
resident
pastor.
Friendship
Baptist
Church.
his
parents Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
son-in-law,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Gil

Miss Virginia Soule of Portland Gardner II. Walter
—Photo by Dow.
man.
Fitzgerald.
is visiting her parents Mr. and
Gardner B Walter, 75, farmer
The fire department was called
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hilton were
Mrs. Leslie Soule.
and former dealer in farm imple
and Mrs. Roy Clark and daughter recent Rockland visitors.
Thursday
to
a
chimney
fire
at
the
APPLETON
RIDGE
A meeting of the Parent-Teach ments died Thursday at his home
Hillcrest Homestead No damage
G-ame Warden Eugene Winchen
Arnold Pitman is home from Winona. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hart
er Association was held Thursday on Friendship street. He was born
and
children were guests of Mrs. bach of Lincoln spent Christmas
wa.s
reported.
University
of
Maine
for
two
weeks'
night at Community Garden Club in North Waldoboro son oi Alphens
Mrs. Alice Robbins, overnight vacation
with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Edna Miller in Burkettville.
house. A fine musical program and Catherine Walter.
guest
Tuesday
of
her
sister,
Mrs.
Alton
Winchenbach.
Miss
Joyce
Fish
was
recent
over

was presented under the direction
Mr. Walter for more than lb years
Grammar School Notes
It wiil pay you to wait for this outstanding event!
A.
T.
Norwood,
returned
Wednes

Miss
Eleanor Winchenbach renight
guest
of
Mrs.
Eleanor
Pit

ol Mrs Maxine Wright. Guest ar liad been a member of Maple
The Grammar Room closed Dec. turned Monday tQ Qates Business
man
tists were Miss Dorothy Lawry, Grange. He was also a member of day to Portland.
Our only Store Wide Sale of the Winter
20
with a Christmas tree and party College, Augusta, after a 10 days
Mrs. A. T. Norwood, guest, Mrs
Gwendolyn Fitzgerald, Mr. and
president of the Rubinstein Club Germania Lodge I.OO.F.
Children having perfect attend
of Roekland and Mrs. Nathalie
For over 20 years he served as Alice Robbins of Portland and Mrs. Mrs. Lawrence Moody, Lucy Moody 1 ance for 16 weeks were: Charles vacation with her parents Mr. and
All Departments Participate
Snow a member of the Rubinstein a member of the Board of Assessors Zena Nelson of Union were dinner and Leroy Mocdy were in Water- I Jewell, Priscilla and Grace Gushee, Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Bidwell
Club also of Rockland. Refresh having been chairman a greater guests Wednesday at the hpme of ville recently.
Madeline and Helen Roy, Wayne
Mrs.
Laura
Robbins,
South
Hope.
Kenneth
Hustus
is
at
the
home
of
of
Salem. Mass., spent the holiday
ments were served at the close of part of the time. Ill health forced
Butler, Joyce Fish, Elizabeth Ful
Thirty-five
attended
the
1
.0.0
F.
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs,
George
at
their home here.
|
the meeting.
him to retire.
ler, Melisande Jones, Patricia
Assembly
held
Wednesday
with
Hustus
in
Knox,
for
two
weeks
’
va

A son was born Dec. 18 to Mr. ,
He is survived by his widow,
Stockbridge, and Viva Wadsworth.
The Lincoln County Ministerial
cards
and dancing, music for which cation.
i
and
Mrs. Arthur Poland.
Those missing one day or less were
Association will meet Monday in Mrs. Cora Walter, a daughter, was furnished by Theodore Siili
Mrs.
Ethel
Moody
and
daughter,
Walter
Kaler, Jr., of Ann Arbor In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
the Waldoboro Methodist Church. Mrs. Clifton Scott and three grand and his accordion. This is the Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Moody and Herbert Campbell, Virginia Fish,
Mich., spent Christmas with his ,
A tan and white collie dog lost
Miss Jennie Sprague is a surgical children.
tn thia column no,
second in a series of public assem son were callers Sunday on George Robert Gushee and Clayton Wads parents Mr. and Mrs. Walter toAdvertisements
Friday morning. Name "Pal ••
exceed three lines Inserted once foi since
Funeral
services
will
be
at
the
worth.
Companion lor little invalid girl
patient at Memorial Hospital, Dam
blies, third of which will be Jan. Hustus in Knox and guests of rela
25
cents,
three times for 50 cents. Ad
Kaler.
home Sunday at 1.30.
During tlie seventh week of
, I ditlona! lines five cents each for one FREDERICK BORN. 12 Clarendon St
ariscotta.
15 in Union.
tives in Augusta.
Mrs. Molly David ha.s returned time. 10 cents for three times. Plve ___________________________________ 2-4
''school
Shirley
Wentworth
came
in
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson
*tr»al! words to a line
Mrs. Beatrice Moody and son,
Mr. and Mrs. James Davis, new
REWARD offered for llndlng $00 lost
home from Attleboro. Mass.
with
a
perfect
attendance
in
Hope
I between Cries and Main St. hardof Portland have been recent guests WEST WASHINGTON
restaurant proprietors here, are in Kendall; Mrs. Roy Clark and
Robert
Smith
of
Marblehead,
I ware stores Friday. Call ai "C.-O."
I office or TEL. 770
2*it
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Withee Boston. Mr. Davis to be at the daughter Winona. Mrs. Ethel Moody Corner School and continued the Mass., has been guest of Miss
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Standish.
WANTED
remainder
of
the
term
<10
weeks*
and
three
children,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The Royal Ambassador Class of
!
GOLD rimmed
glares tn wine
Pratt Diagnostic Hospital for ob and daughter Lucy were recent
colored case found In Sept, on South
with also a perfect attendance in Eleanor Winchenbach at the home
the Baptist Church met Friday in Estern Wellman, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- servation. Work at the Millsyde visitors in Rockland.
RELIABLE
middle
aged
woman
want

Thomaston
Rd.
Call
at ,rC.-G." office
of her parents Mr. and Mrs. ed for General house work, good home,
the vestry.
______________________________________2-4
son Wellman and two daughters Lunch is being carried on by Miss
Serg. Joel Penington has re this room.
no children TEL. 536-M
2*7
Thirty-one names were recorded Dewey Winchenbach.
BOY S rain hood, black rubber, lost
Phillis and Elsie visited Mr. and Doris Patterson of Tenant’s Har turned to Portland, after passing a
“Colonial Architecture"
Mrs.
Allie
Waltz
visited
Tues

GIRL
or
woman
wanted
as
mother's
Monday
night
between
Methodist
on
the
register,
30
of
them
without
Mrs. Kendrick Light in Somer bor and Miss Muriel French.
few days with Mrs. Pennington at
helper Inquire MRS. WILLARD HART
Church Rnd Maverick St. TEL 565-W
day
with
Mrs.
Alden
Waltz
and
Thirty-one members and guests ville recently.
150 Limerock St.
2*4 or 57 Maverick St
1-3
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. a tardy mark far the entire term. Mrs. Alfred Waltz at Gross Neck.
Will Take Sled-Dog Trip
of the Woman's Club assembled
SMALL black male dog lost. Reward'
In
a
race
selling
Christmas
seals,
BOARDERS
wanted
at
17
Suffolk
St.,
Newbert.
).j
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hibbert
Mrs. Eldora Gross of Gross Neck steam heat, bath; meals served lamllv TEL. Camden 8814
Tuesday afternoon at the Commun
John Gephart, 13. only son of Mrs
Stephen Conant, Grade VII and
style.
1*3
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jenness
Kellar,
MISSED,
two
days
before~Christmas,
Elroy Gross and daughter Marjorie
ity Garden Club House and list of Middletown, Conn., and. son Marjorie Gephart, of this town, will
two sets of cottage curtains and part
Dorethy Kellar and friend of Lin Edward Beane Grade V ending in of Randolph, Vt., were visitors Fri
WOMAN wanted for general house of
Gerald
of
Fort
McKinley
are
visi

another. Please return to WOTened to an address by Miss Eliza
accompany Perry Greene, Maine colnville Beach were guests Sun a tie selling $1.18 each. The others
work
Must be good plain cook. Ref TON'S
Store or 10 Knox St., Thomas
ting
Mrs.
Cleo
Bartlett.
erences
required
$5
per
week
MRS
day
at
the
home
of
Dewey
Win

beth Reed of Boothbay Harbor on
2*4
guide, and champion wood chopper day at W. M. Newbert's.
helped nobly, selling as many as
IRA G. REED. Odlln Rd . Bangor. Me . ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Dyer of of the world, on the 420 mile sled
chenbach.
Tel. 7821
157 2
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
"Colonial
Architecture/’
Miss
passible.
A
total
or
$10
worth
of
Mrs. Chrystal Pennington was
of deposit book numbered 10049 and
Harold David ha.s been confined
Reed exhibited payrolls of soldiers Massachusetts, Mrs. Dyer of Roek deg trip from Fort Kent, to Kitterj’
SMALL, furnished apartment
or the owner of snld book asks for du
seals was sold in the building.
supper
guest
last
Thursday
of
Mrs.
rocm with house-keeping prlvileee« plicate in accordance with the pro
of tiie Revolutionary War and tlie land and Miss Katie Kennedy were which will be begun Monday or
The Primary Teacher and Grades to his home by illness.
wanted at once
TEL. 375-5.
157*2 vision of the State Law
ROCKLAND
Linnibel Sprowl.
recent
guests
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Ar

BANK by Edward J HelWar of 1812, many Waldoboro
Tuesoay, and which will take a
III
and
IV
were
invited
to
the
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for country SAVINGS
Prayer
meeting
was
held
recently
ller,
Treas.,
Rockland.
Me..
Jan. 4.
chie Hibbert.
home. ROGER NORWOOD. R F D 3. 1941._________ _____ _______________ 2*S*3
names appearing in the lists.
period of two weeks to complete.
League Meeting and entertained
at
the
heme
cf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
M.
Union,
Box
31.
157*2
Clifton Jackson has joined the
Miss Reed (appealed to tlie club
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
The trip, sponsored by Emerson
with songs, riddles, readings and the unit of work on "Indians ’’ A
pla?e a mature man. ready to of deposit book numbered 1758 and
Coast
Artillery and is stationed at and Stevens, Axe Manufacturers of Newbert.
women to, assist Jasper Stahl in
play ,songs and recitations were goCAN
an
one-act
play
‘
‘
Economy.
’
’
to
work
at
once
In
a
steady
posi

the
owner cf said book asks for du
A Christmas tree and program
tion.
There Is opportunity for ad plicate in accorance with the ‘pro
collecting data for his History of Fort Devens. He is the son of Mr. Oakland, wiil offer much good ex
given. Grade V was guest.
A
project
on
"Trees
”
was
enjoyed
vancement. Personal interview only. vision of the State Law.
WARREN
were enjoyed Monday at the Bap
Waldoboro. The club voted to buy and Mrs. William Jackson.
Hot lunches were served during Must have car. Write P O BOX 146. BRANCH OF SECURITY TRUST CO
perience for John by way of woods- tist Church. A pageant "The First and booklets were made. Health
Waterville, Me.
157-2 Rockland. Me,, Dec. 28. 1940.
156-S 5
Miss Dora Whittier is passing a craft, and will be the longest sled
a Health Bond. Reports were given
the last two weeks of the term.
booklets were also made.
NOTTCE~Is hereby given ol the loss
Noel,"
was
presented
in
a
pleasing
FURNITURE
wanted
to
upholster,
weeks vacation from her work in dog trip ever taken in New Eng
Ronald Moody and Basil Gushee called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM of deposit book numbered 28482 and
manner, as were the songs by the Primary School Notes
the owner of said book asks for du
Augusta
at
the
home
of
mother
were
able to color their brick in ING. 19 Birch St., Tel. 212-W. 137*148-tf plicate
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
land, according to Arthur Walden choir, also the recitations. Miss
In accordance with the pro
Students
closed
their
books
Dec.
Mrs. Grace Whittier.
vision
of the State Law ROCKLAND
Humpty
Dumpty
’
s
wall
,as
they
of Wcnalancet, N H. originator of Winona Clark directed the pro
SAVINGS BANK By Edward J. Hel20 for a two weeks' vacation. A had their dental certificates
Raymond Dawson was home the Chinook breed cf dogs.
Eggs
And
Chicks
lier. Treas . Rockland. Me, Dec 28
gram.
Christmas tree and party were en
from Fort McKinley recently.
1940
150*8 5
John is a member of the eighth
Miss Marian Standish and Alfred joyed by the children, teacher and
Mrs. Hazel Swett visited Tues grade at junior high school here,
MAINE U. S approved Pullorum
GROSS NECK
Standish of Waldoboro were callers
clean R I.R chirks, Parmenter Strain
day with Mrs. Lucia Wellman.
belongs to the Georges Valley Christmas Day of their sister, Mrs. guests. A special Scripture read
Pullets and roosters, heavy layers. TO LET
Elroy H. Gross, daughter Marjorie Sexed
ing
was
presented
by
the
Third
CLARENCE ROLLINS. Hallowell. Me
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marriner Boys' 4-H Club, and is a tender
of Randolph, Vt.. and Mrs. Eldora
2*10
and son Vincent were dinner foot scout. His hobbies are rais Eleanor Pitman. Marian was also Grade .also songs and exercises
FURNISHED room to let. heated,
BABY chicks and hutching eggs lights.
Gross
were
guests
Wednesday
of
an
overnight
guest.
TEL 807; after 7.30 TEI
were given. Santa Claus was a spe
from Christie strain of New Hamp- 821-M.________________________
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. ing pigeons, and sheep.
j-4
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eben
Wallace
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clyde
Robinson
and
shires.
First
hatch.
Jan
15th.
Write
cial guest and caused a great deal
Alton Wellman.
for
prices.
C.
W.
MESERVEY.
War

TWO-room
apt.
to
let.
nicely
fur

Dutch Neck.
daughter Marilyn of Northeast of merriment.
EADjY
ren
157*2 nished. biw and cold water, on bath
Miss Celia Wellman recently visi Violinist at Woman's Club
18
Miss Luella Thorne of Warren is
R I. Red chicks for sale, hatched room floor; heated, reasonable.
These citizens and parents were
Members of the Woman’s Club, Harbor are guests of Mrs. Bertha
2-4
ted her sister Mrs. Maynard Mar
from 2-year-old hens; also day old Leland Bt . TEL 114-W
visiting
Mrs.
Ida
Waltz.
Wentworth.
guests: Mrs. Alice Wadsworth, Mrs,
roasters 2c each
W H TOLMAN
HEATFp apartment to let, modem
riner in Searsmont, ar.d visited in assembling Thursday were delight
156-tf conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
Harry W. Creamer was a Port Waldoboro, Tel. 153.
Nelson Mcody recently visited Jennie McCorrison, Mrs. Ruth Es
ed
with
Miss
Beatrice
Haskell
’
s
Camden, Rockland and Thomas
Apply
S.C.R I Red Chicks for sale. U. S rooms, bath and kitchenette
at 130 Union St„ or TEL 158
157 - tf
C,L!Sg
group of violin selections, "Tempo Miss Violet Ludwick at the home of ancy and daughter, Jane, Mrs. Bea land visitor last Saturday.
Pullorum clean. Write or phone M M
ton.
Edgar and Eben Wallace of Dutch KrNNEY. Thomaston, St George Rd .
SEVERAL desirable tenements to
di Minuet tc" by Kreisler, "Waltz her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clar trice Moody and son Kendall, Mrs.
Box 49. Tel. Tenants Harbor 56-14
let
Inquire L. A THURSTON Tel
Mac McIntosh, Aini Lind, Mrs. Neck were callers Wednesday in
157*2 1159_________________
in A Flat Major’’ by Brahms ence Ludwick in Liberty.
157 -2
HOUSE to let, 5 rooms, bath, lights'
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE and “The Rosary," by Ethelbert Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Helen Paul, Miss Eleanor Fuller, this place.
Corner South Main and Laurel Sts
Maynard Winchenbach of Dutch
Nevin. This is the first time for Thomas Williams were: Mr. and Mrs. Esther Demuth and daughter
Write 249 School St., Waltham. Mass
MISCELLANEOUS
Mrs.
Atwood
Mitchell
and
daughter
Neck
was
recent
guest
of
his
grand

Jacqueline, Mrs. Daisy Clark and
more
than
a
year
that
Miss
Has

J8
6
3 W 5
IO
2
II
12
9
TWO or 3 room furnished
kell, member of the Women's Sym of Burkettville; Mabel and Gwen daughter, Mrs. Esther Moody and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wnliam
Posting Notice
let_on Warren St Inquire
at ’2~WAR_ tq
Gross
dolyn
Fitzgerald
and
Max
WendI
shall
pay
no
bills,
only
those
con

REN or 11 JAMES ST
daughter Venessa, Mrs. Gertrude
13
151-tf
phony Orchestra of Boston, ar.d
H
tracted by myself. RAYMOND WARD.
Mr. and Mrs. John Simmons
HOUSE to rent at 17 SuffollT St. 8
w
2-4 rorms
pupil of Emanuel Ondricek there, lana of this place; at Mr. and Mrs. Moody, Mrs. Sylvia Gushee, Mrs,
and bath, garage, furnace; a’so
Earl Sprowl’s, Mrs Bell Grant, Mr. Alice Hall, Mrs. Minnie Clark, Mrs. were Rockland visitors recently.
15 lb
MACHINE permanents in your home; at Otis St.. 6-room house with same
17
l&
has been heard here, and to all
waved and dried. $3 and up £,°?At£!ences
Inquire at MRS MAR
and Mrs. Abner Grant, Mr. and Elizabeth Newbert, Mrs. Ethel
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H Gross and finger
Week of Jan 13 only. For appoint
her great advance in study was
GARET KNIGHT, 54 Pleasant St
20
ments
TEL.
1091
-W.
1*6
19
Mrs. Arthur Sprowl of Appleton. Moody, Mrs. Marguerite Griffin and two children of Randolph, Vt. were
______________________________ 150 tf
marked.
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lyford
Mills
of
South
holiday
guests
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Wil

UNFURNISHED apartment to let 4
daughter,
Beverly.
Her melodies filled the hall and
Samples and knitting directions free. rooms, sun porch, toilet and heater
|29
251
25
r3
liam
Gross.
Hope;
at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
Went

H.
A.
BARTLElT.
Harmony.
Me.
156-10
Inquire
12 Knox St.. TEI, 156-W
Children
having
perfect
attend

her violin fairly sang, indicating
worth's,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Horace
Tarr
Ladle*—Rename hair goods at Rock ________________ 1-tf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
K.
Win

ance
for
the
term
were:
Herbert
her mastery of the selections. Her
2b
27
28
land Hair Store, 24 Elm 8t. Mall orden
LARGE heated room and bath to
and family of Whitefield, Mr. and Beane, Marian Griffin, Esther Hart, chenbach cf Dutch Neck visited solicited
H. O. RHODES. Tel 519-J let. $4 week
FO6S HOUSE. 77 Park
accompanist was Mrs. Herbert Em
147-S-tf
Mrs. Clyde Robinson and daughter Edna Paul, Edwin Aldus, Walter Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. William
____ ____________________________1-tf
30 31
32
mons of Warren. Miss Haskell
APARTMENT to let at 9 Limerock
of Northeast Harboor, Mrs. Della Lind, Maybelle Morang, James Al A. Gross.
graciously gave encores, and w’as
St. Inquire at PEOPLES LAUNDRY
3M
Smith and Richard Wentworth of dus, Adrian Butler, Barbara Wads
35
33 |
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Halloran and Charles Collamore of Friendship.
cordially received by the mern^rs
Mrs. Allen Waltz of West Wal
Camden, Martha Glidden of White- worth; missing one day or less,, two children of Manchester, Conn,
following adjournment.
1 Ho
39
3G 37
38
field. Mr. and Mrs. Roger Libby and Kenneth Demuth, Arthur Beane, were aoliday guests of Mr. and Mrs. doboro was guest the past week of 1
FOR SALE
The paper prepared and read bv
Mrs. Ida Waltz.
children of Lincolnville; at Mr. David Paul, Josephine Beane, Dean Alden Waltz.
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Overlock,
gave
a
Wl
Hl 1
Hi
Miss Marjorie Gross of Ran
and Mrs. L N. Moody's, Ruth Esancy.
Miss Marie Waltz was a visitor
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comprehensive report of the activi
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Vt., and Mrs. Eldora Gross each
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and
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and
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Hb
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ties of the Study Unit. Mrs. Over
Tel 32-4_____________
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rence Moody and son of this place; Hustus, had perfect attendance for
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and spent Friday afternoon at Dewey
look cleverly arranged her report at Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert's,
LIVE bait for sale also -mall min
daughters Pauline and Christine Winchenbach's in West Waldoboro. nows for smelt flshln<? EARL OGIFR
50
51
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sons Milton Frederick and
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The
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showed
FOUR
foot
dry
and
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slabs
for
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and Mrs. Joel Pennington; Rev. the 11th week.
Ralph Jr., passed the holiday with SOUTH WALDOBORO
sale. Lot o' fire for little miney. Haul
that the study group are taking up
ycur own. CHARLES KELLETT. Union
Thirty-three names were on the Mr. and Mrs. Harold McFarland in
Mrs. Leland Winchenbach has Rd,. Warren. . »
2-S-8
each month, the reading and dis
59
bO
t
John MacDonald in this plaice. In register, but only three tardy marks New Harbor.
rfnuses
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to
Boston
by
the
ill

cussion of timely topics of the day. terment was in Fairview cemetery
w
for sale. Wrl tv boX
> 385. Rock
Mr. and Mrs. William Thorne of ness of her daughter. Arvilla, who haven
1
were made for the term.
land.
and are getting much enjoyment
68.
t»l
2*4
Warren
were
callers
in
this
place
and the bearers were. Roy Spear
Priscilla Wentworth entered the
underwent an appendix operation.
SMALL Natlon-il cash register for
and information. Club members
Perfect condition. C E MORSE
of Cape Elizabeth. J. Herbert seventh week of school, after at recently.
Seiders cemetery has undergone sale.
are always welcome at any meet
344 Main St.
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Recent
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at
Mr.
and
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Rev.
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Packard
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which
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49- Entomology (abbr.) 16-Scarce
Camden: and Josef Vinal of War at the Hope Corner School.
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_ __
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first Thursday, each month.
7-Sheerer
18-A cook stove
50- Dine
Public Landing.
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Light,
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Philip
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Newman,
Grade
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24- Remove the clothes
51- Recent
fence erected, and a general clean
The business meeting was pre
THREE cows foF sale, horse and 12
Walter
McLeod
and
daughter
Betty,
Mrs. Allen was the daughter of IV moved to Swanville the fifth
14— Wing-shaped
25— Coal container
53— A falsehood
hair. JOSEPH INGRAHAM W<"t
up. This work was made possible tons
sided over by Mrs. Carrie Wyllie,
Meadow Rd.. R.F.'P Box 54, City 157-2
15— Sits in authority
27- Unfastena
54- Places for combat
Trussell Wentworth Jr., and Miss
Alden and Mary (Cutler) Watts. week of school.
through the generosity of Capt.
vice president, in the absence of
over ethers
57-Lover’a evening aong 28- Satisfied
ONE modern~whTte_enarneT gas stove
Neil Robbins, Grade IV sold the Maxine Wentworth of Camden. Mr. William Hoffses.
for sale, good as new- <«J.-o dinette set.
30- An insect
17-Metric measure of 59- Twisted hemp
Mrs. Grace Simmons, president She was a member of the Maiden
Bargain for quick sale. 48 Talbot Ave
Cliff Rebekah Lodge of Camden, most Christmas seals in this room. and Mrs. Pearl Delano and grand
31- A pronoun
capacity (pi.)
60- Heron
TEL 781 3.
i-tf
Program chairman was Mrs. Beu
32- Singing voice (abbr.)
19- Chum
61- A relative (pi.)
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Mrs.
Fred
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and
Mrs.
and of the Baptist Church, and
A unit of work on “The Origin
Hard
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toot,
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lah
Lord,
and
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were.
Mrs
Force
of
gravity
on
the
planet
62- Planting machine* 33- Oisperses
20- Afternoon party
Sawed «1 40, Jony,jH 3° M B . Ar C O
35- The (Sp.)
21- Perched
Helen Maxey. Mrs. Jessie Walker, was at one time a resident of of Christmas" was greatly enjoyed
Venus is 15 percent less than that PERRY. T>1,44«75
1
tf
Thomaston. She had been ill the by Grade II. Posters, booklets and
ANNUAL MEETING OF
36- Becomes visible
22- Before
VERTICAL
Mrs.
Belle
Walker
and
Mrs.
Carrie
on
earth,
butthe
air
Is
thinner
THE
FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK
OF
for
sale,
»'
Pocahontas
lumpy
37- Plain
23- Stupefle* by a blow
past year.
decorations were made.
ROCKLAND
Smith.
and would counteract most of the soft $9; fitted dry hard wood. $1 50 ft
38- Half em*
25- River in Bolivia
1- Pungent
Notice is hereby given that the an
Besides
her
daughter
in
Mt.
Ver

Grade
Three
was
much
interest

J. B. PAULSEN, Tel. Thomaston 62
40-Consider*
26- Pre fix. Back
2- Dish of eggs
difference.
meeting of the stockholders of
Mrs. Hattie C. Allen
._____________ i-tf
non, she leaves another daughter, ed in its unit of work "Christmas nual
28- Burn slightly
43- Describe
S—It is (contr.)
The First National Bank of Rockland
will be held at Its banking rooms on
44- Glrl's name
* H hatu coal, egg. stove, nui
4- Discharge
29- Recompensed
Mrs. Hattie C. Allen. 72. native Miss Ina Allen, of Nutley, N. J„ Evergreens.” Booklets, posters and Tuesday.
January 14. 1941, at 10 o'clock
*14 50 per ton, def. Household soft cob
82-Ridicule
46- One who hoards
WHAT CAUSES
5- Surrenders title
of
this
town,
died
Wednesday
at
and
son,
Alden,
superintendent
of
a. m.. to fix the number of and elect
48 per ton. del. Nut alie New River soft
fir
pillows
were
made.
Cones
were
avariciously
34-Supplicate
6- Give pleasure to
a board of directors for the ensuing
not
screened «» fon del : screened. »’ft
EPILEPSY?
the home of her daughter. Miss the schools in Calais; three sisters, painted in red, blue and silver year, and to transact such other busi
36-Mode of utterance
47- Leg joint (pi.)
8- Stories
ton del. M. B. At C. O PERRY. fl»
ness
as
may
properly
come
before
the
A booklet containing the opinions of fam Main St.. Tel. 487.
1-tf
48- Worsted material
39-Otherwise
9- High priest
Lucy Allen in Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Mrs. MacDonald of Warren. Mrs. paints and used for decorations on meeting.
41- Plots
52- Existed
10-Consume
ous doctors on this interesting subject will
Rev.
Sidney
Packard
of
Camden
Frances
Stahl
and
Mrs.
Sidney
Per order,
the
Christinas
tree,
in
the
windows
55- Used in negation
42- Ventures
11- Gifts
JOSEPH EMERY.
be sent FREE, while they last, to any reader
Human haic mot only is larger
conducted the funeral services Fri- Packard of Camden, four grand- and about the room.
45-Fondles
56- lmitate
12- More affected with
_ _
Cashier.
writing
fo. the Educationari Division. 535 but is more elastic than that of
Rockland.
Maine,
Dec.
12.
1940
)I6-Disguis:s
53- Man'a name (short)
ruat
day at the home of her sister, Mrs. children, and two nieces.
An assembly program was pre
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Every-Other-Day

The Same Old Story
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Out respondent
Clarence Cooper, who has boon
guest of Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth
Cock, returned Saturday to North
Vassalboro.
M.ss Norma Gray returned Satur
day to Oxford tp rtime teaching.
Thecdore Nutt/Rg returned Wed
nesday frem Orrric where he was
best man at his brother’s wedding
Union Church Circle served supp r ct '.he vestry recently. ZIou ekeepers were Mrs. E C Macintosh,
Mrs H W Fifield Mrs. t R Smith
and Mrs. L. W? Sv'i.rL.’
Miss Ruth Brown who has been
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Brown, has resumed teach
ing in Waterford.
The Lions Club met Thursday
night at Union Church vestry.
Miss Nathalie Smith returned Fri
day to Portland, having passed the
holidays as guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar C Lane.
Miss Louise Libby has resumed
teaching, having passed the holiday
recess with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles S Libby.
Mrs. Ernest Conway was hostess
Wednesday to the Knit-Wits.
Luncheon was served.
Michael Williams returned Mon
day to New York.
Miss Sara Bunker, who passed the
Christmas recess with her parents,
Mr and Mrs. Nelson Bunker, left
Friday for Ridgewood. N. J., to re
sume teaching
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., /wil!
meet Jan. 6 for election of officers.
Miss Harriet Vinal has returned to
Natick. Mass., to resume teaching
after a visit with her mother, Mrs.
W S. Vinal.
Miss Marion Littlefield has re •
turned to Hartford, Conn., where
she is attending school.
Miss Virginia Black left Friday
for West Hartford, Conn, to resume
teaching.
Miss Rebecca Arey, who has been
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Robert Arey, has returned to Bing
ham.
Schools begin Monday after the
holiday recess.
Union Church—Sunday school
will be held tomorrow at 10 a. m ;
worship at 11; holy communion.
Rev. Kenneth Cook will preach an
appropriate sermon and the choir
will sing special selections. Junior
Epworth League meets at 4; Chris

nn
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h»ir not only is larger
re elastic than that of

nt 7 with sermon by the pastor The “Retrogressing” Skippers
Women’s Missionary Society meets
Hall 230, Peterson 289, Drew 283,
Tuesday afternoon at the parsonage. Poole 273. 3. Arey 284. total 1359.
Engagement Announced
This item, taken frqm the New the late Mr. and Mrs Edward L.
Britain. Conn., Herald, may be of Raish of Cleveland. Dr. Sullivan,
interest to many in town: “Mr. son of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel F. Sul
and Mrs Paul L. Raish of Akron, livan (Miss Eva Noyes)is an alumnus
O, announce the engagement of of Dartmouth College, Hanover, N.
their sister, Miss Marion J. Raish of H . and McGill University, Montreal,
Hartford, to Dr. Charle.-, N Sullivan. Canada.”
Dr. Sullivan Is the grandson of
Miss Raish is a graduate of Welles
the
late Charles Noyes of this town.
ley College and is the daughter of
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157*2
3 room furnished ap» »
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151-tf
cut at 17 SufIolk~St~8
|hath, garage furnace; a’so
h-r.> ni hou-e with same
Inquire at MRS MAR»1OHT. 54 Pleasant St
__________________ 150 tf
ISHED apartment to let 4
P rch toilet and heater.
Knox St TEI. 156-W

The Oanders were up to their old
tricks again Monday night at the
Cascade Alleys, when they let the
Skippers keep along with them for
most cf the way and ‘hen at the
finish spurted out ahead to win by
some 25 pins.
The Ganders took the first string
by 11. while the Skippers came back
in thp second and tock tha stanza
by two, mek.ng the Ganders nineup going into the third For a time
it was nip and tuck, the Skippers
never could seem tc get ahead of
their rivals. In the last string Link
Sanborn "busted loose.’’ and after
bowling four consecutive spareless
strings he then rolled up a nice 114
that Just about took all the Skip
pers’ courage from them.
The Ganders knew they had been
in a battle all the way. however,
and there were times when the
Goose was buying Coca-Cola by the
quart and smoking cigarettes like a
house afire. These are two symp
toms that the Goose is nervous, the
third is when he gets up and paces
the floor, and when he is really ex
cited he begins to comb his hair
with his fingers. He went through
all these maneuvers during this
match which is prima facie evidence
tliat the affair was a humdinger.
The Goose did all right by himself,
however, breaking 10!) each and
every time.
Now that the Skippers have failed
to keep up their winning, after hav
ing taken one game, the question
arises, are they going to lose another
dozen matches before they win
again. Gene Hall says most em
phatically “No!’’ and further adds
that if the Skippers by some means
could only get that pea soup supper
they would be sure to win for a long
time to come. On the ether hand
Cap’n Grimes of tiie Ganders says
lie has his doubts tliat the Gander
will ever win another match.
So there you are ladies and gen
tlemen; you pays your money and
you takes your choice. Cap’n Grimes
says in answer to that old bromide,
that it is a bit wrong in phraseology.
As applied to the Skippers he savs
the saying should be "They pavs
their money and they takes a lick
ing. ’ “And sometimes they don’t
even pay their money.” The score:
’•Resurgent” Ganders
Libby 247, Grimes, 271, Sanborn 234.
Shields 276. Goose Arey 306. total
1384

WHERE YOU CAN BUY

heated.

7 30

IN ROCKLAND
222 South Main St.
Naum & Adams,
438 Main Street
Chisholm's,
404 Main Street
Huston-Tuttle Book Store,
272
Main Street
A. H. Robinson,
246 Main Street
Jack Green’s,
724 Main Street
Isaac B. Simmons',
304
Main Street
Carver’s Book Store,
288 Main Street
Charles Tibbetts',
Rankin Block
C. M. Havener,
10
Limerock
Street
George W. Hemenway,
548 Main Street
Kennedy's,
102 Broadway
Murray's Market,
17 Willow Street
Jake Small,
9 Park Street
Economy's,
79 Park Street
State News Company,
Maverick
Square
W. E. Graves,

IN NEIGHBORING TOWNS
Camden
S. W. Hastings,
Thomaston
A. J. Donaldson,
Warren
Cogan Drug Store,
Waldoboro
Mrs. E. M. Ludwig,
Rockport
W. E. Carrell,
Vinalhaven
A. B. Vinal,
North Haven
P. L. Brown,
Union
Harold Fossett,
South
Thomaston
Flora Baum,
Owl’s Head
A B. Borgerson,
West
Rockport
Mrs. Bert Andrews,
Rockville
L H. Ewell,
Glen Cove
H A. Barrows,
Tenant
s Harbor
Ernest Rawley,
Port Clyde
Mrs. Enid L. Monaghan,
South
Cushing
Mrs. Carrie A. Geyer,
Pleasant Point
Mrs, Lillian Stevens,
Washington
Fred Ludwig,
Bath
Shaw Book Store,
Appleton
Brown & Sprowl,
Atlantic
B. W. Dunham,
o toning ton
D. J. Noyes,
Ash Point
Mrs. Arthur Robbins,
9 S' •

THE LYRIC MUSE

Pea Solid Or Perish, Seems
To Be DesDairing Cry
Of Poor Skippers

ft ft ft ft

4$

A Mother Goose Mural

Page Five
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MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M.. over Stations WNAC. Boston;
WTAG. Worcester: WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport: WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence: WLBZ, Bangor.

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

ONCE IN AWHILE
[For The Courier-Oazette]
Baby's h ppy.
S.ster's happy.
Life is one sweet song;
Mother's happy,
I am happy.
Happy all day long.
John .Harsen Rhoades
New York City

at at M «

Miss Rosamond Gray of Portland,
a Project artist, devoted five months’
tabor to the completion of the set
pictured above, which is one of two
placed in the ward since last June.
The scene to the left illustrates the
nursery rhyme, '“Four and twenty

No bare walls of dullness depres
the young guests in Knox Hospital'
children's ward, for thanks to the
Maine Art Project, captivating mur
als of Mother Goose characters
cheer and amuse the kiddies as thev
find their way back to health.

blackbirds baked in a pie,’’ and on
the right, “Simple Simon met a pie
man going to the Fair.”
The canvasses, which are cement
ed to the walls, are about four feet
in height and extend around the
four walls of both rooms in the ward.

A Chatty Letter
—

How to cut the cost of

. North Haven Woman
Answers Black Cat Queries
and Propounds Some

Heating Your Home

Editor of The Couriel-Gazette:—
Happy New Year! Im quite a
stranger I guess—I’m such a busy
Grandma now. What a lovely day
to begin our new year with. Except
for the war over other peoples,
perhaps 1940 has r.ot been so bad.
Surely it could have been worse!
After many fruitless efforts I
have at last attended some of the
Sonotone Hearing Service Centers
which are held each month at
Hotel Rockland. These sessions
are certainly helpful and the con
sultants, J. A. McDonald and
Howard Beale are all that could
be asked' fcr in the way of pleasant
helpful and efficient persons in
their line of work. Mr. McDonald
being a Sonotone user himself can
understand the conditions and
needs of the deafened people as
no ordinary person could. I hope
all hard of hearing folk will take
advantage of this absolutely free
opportunity to have their hearing
losses measured. It’s such a pleas
ant experience!

It would be most gratfying to me
if I could hear from some of the
folk who wrote me about Sonotone,
a year or so ago, and who have
been helped through my efforts
in trying to feach those whom
Sonotone could help. Life would
be gloomy indeed if I could not
hear what my now most two year
old grandson Jackie has to say. To
say he “talks a blue streak” is
putting it mildly!
When asked where five-and-ahalf-month-old brother "Jerry" is,
he says: “He's up to my house,
and he’s laughing!" Which is
quite true, as chubby, elf-like
Jerry is just a bundle of joy. And
when he looks at Jackie he seems
to be wanting to “eat him up,” if
one were to judge by the eager
adoring look on his rosy cherubic
little face.
Never having exhibited any show
of jealous)’ of the baby. Jackie is
right “on his tip-toes" if a strang
er should hold the baby, and will
cry in the most anxious voice:
“Take Jerry Mama! Take Jerry!”
My orange tree is bearing seven
good-sized oranges now. The larg
est is about the size of a "small
golfball," and is still growing. I
have not experimented much with
plants this Winter so far. as my
“Grandies," (as Nancy Savage calls
them) live close by now, and my
time is well taken up. But I am
interested in trying some of the
new chemical methods (without
soil.) That would be so inter
esting !

New The Black Cat was telling
a while ago about the freak fad
for writing on folded stationery,
and asked why a person ever did
skip all over the pages instead of
writing in, order as the pages un
folded. It set me to wondering
just why I did this very thing! I
suppose at first I wrote that way
because I thought it was the
smart (?) thing to do—but since
The Black Cat called my attention
to it I ve decided that I skip from
page one to page three because I

BY
;
'

AMCRICA'S HOMf HEATINO EXRERT

Reasons for Unnecessary Heat Loss
N homes where little attention

I

is paid to the heating plant,
the method of firing, and the
type of fuel used, heating effi
ciency is naturally very low.
Many times heating plants are
functioning at about 55 per cent
of their complete efficiency.
Think what this means—45
per cent of the fuel supply is
being needlessly wasted. That
means that if ten tons of coul
are used during a heating sea
son, four and one-half tons of
this supply are deliberately
thrown away.
Let us make this comparison
in dollars. If your supply of coal
for the heating season cost
$100.00, $45.00 of this sum is
never do have a blotter at hand,
and so write on page three while
the other is drying. So there’s
one mystery cleared up—and to
think I never would have known,

if The Black Cat hadn't had a
siege of “natural feline curiosity!”
(“You asked for it." Black Cat!)
Among countless other most in
teresting items The Courier-Ga
zette prints I would miss reading
about the comments on the
weather in general. I always look
for it—and our altogether enjoy
able paper has the most hearten
ing way of sayir.g only so many
more days
til Spring!
Or:
“Spring’s just around the corner!”
You just can t feel blue, not for
long, with The Courier-Gazette
coming to your house! Just like
a welcome letter from the home
folks, I always think.
P-f-f-t! Did you see what I saw
a couple of days age—a great big
Siamese Tommy-cat out here in
my back dooryard! I surely was
startled to see the “critter” as they
are quite a striking eyeful if you
don’t happen to see them every
day. I surely was startled to see
an honest-to-goodness Siamese
cat. and at first I, couldn’t think
what kind of an animal it was
until I suddenly remembered that
Eleanor Thornton has a pair, and
it was probably one of hers. Their
fur reminds me of creamy lambswool with a blackish tinge all over
i and the fur parting here and there
shewing the pure lighter color
i underneath—the head, paws, and
; hind quarters.are nearly black and
j a stubby tail about four inches
long. Cutest things!
Perhaps The Black Cat. or some
body else can tell me the name
of—and why my lovely “star' friend” shot out of the southeast
ern sky one morning just before
Christmas. It was a very large
and brilliant star and was real
chummy with a somewhat smaller
neighbor, quite close together, and
was well up in the eastern sky by
4 or 5 a. m. each day. I often
admired it, and as I was so-doing
| that particular morning it sud
denly shot across the sky in a
northeast slant and was lost to
i view—forever. I experienced a

being squandered needlessly.

There are four principal means
of heat loss—
1. Chimney loss
2. Dirty boiler loss
3. Ashpit loss

4. Radiation loss
I shall discuss these losses sep
arately in subsequent articles.
It will not be necessary for
you to stay alongside your fur
nace and continually watch it in
order to make it more efficient.
If you follow the suggestions
that I will offer, you will get a
great deal more efficiency from

your heating plant, and you au
tomatically minimize costly heat
loss.
113)

curious let-down feeling as though
a friend' had closed a door on me.
I had admired this beautiful star
so many mornings and wondered
about the name of it. and how it
got so close to its little neighbor.
The little star seems to be saying
I as it blinks and twinkles: “I’m all
' alone new but I shall continue to
twinkle and shine until The Mas' ter bids me come.”
i Who likes raisin pie? Next time
ycu make one use half raisins and
'half chopped dates—brown sugar
to sweeten to taste—juice of two
oranges. Cook slowly on back of
stove and when bubbling add one
or two egg-yolks beaten with one
teaspoon flour, to thicken. Stir
well to prevent scorching. When
golden brown and somewhat thick
ened turn into pastry lined plate
and decorate with criss-cross
strips, brushed with melted butter
and brown delicately to crispy
geodness. Yum! Yum! (Generous
lump of butter in filling). Judge
amount of filling and orange juice
by size of pie plate.
•
Nuff sed! May the New Year
bring much happiness |o all!
Helen B. Marden

LINCOLNVILLE
Mrs. Marion Milliken of Holyoke,
Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Parker Young.
Electric lights have been installed
in the residences of Claire Pottle,
Martin Athearn. and Willis Mc
Kinney.

Frank Maclntire of New York re
cently visited his father and sisters
in town.
Cards have been received from
Dr. Thomas Stevens, formerly of
this town, who is wintering in San
DiegO.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton McCobb of
Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Cilley of Newton, Mass., and Fred
Gray of Bath were holiday visitors
at the McCobb home.
Misses Doris Nickerson and Ruth
Nickerson are guests of Mrs. Helen
McLoud in Islesboro.

WORDS
[For The Courier-Gazette]
We can return kind words for words
unkind.
Make Jovial jest to cheer one who Is
sad,
Give merry words to one with troubled
mind.
•
Speak patient words, and mild, to
wayward lad.
Perhaps give word of praise to thosp
who crave
A bit of homage; sweet words to those
tossed
About by waves of slander; and words
brave
To Inst)!! new courage when the old
Is lost.
And let us whisper words of penitent
prayer.
Lest all unknowing we may help to
make
A cross for an unfortunate to bear
Up the long road to Calvary. Resolve
to take
Great heed to words, for who can hope
to know
The potent power they wield for good
or 111?
From the fount of human kindness
let them flow
On everyone alike—-thus do our
Father’s will.
Nellie M. Ervine
Tenants Harbor.

■t«it at
BEAUTY
[For The Courier-Gazette]
I have seen thrilling elegance, beauty
D.splayed In both nature and art.
Varied vistas, fair creatures and ob
jects
Enchanting with pleasure my heart.
I've been charmed by the loveliness
often
Discerned In the smile of a child.
Expression of happiness, comfort.
Of Innocence never defiled.
Mere beautiful still I have witnessed.
Outstanding delight of my life.
The smile of thp woman who loved me
Enough to become my wife.

I shall see In the glory of Hpaven
Beyond this terrestrial sod
A beauty mere thrilling. Inspiring,
Her smile as an angel of Ood
A. M Watts
Jamaica, Vt.
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PLAYMATES
[For The Courier-Gazette]
When son was Just a little boy
His dog was his delight and Joy.
His Daddy brought him home from
sea.
But Momie said. "Now don't you see
The hairs and tracks are all about.
This deg will make a sorry mess;
But Sonny likes him. so I'll sav 'Yes'.
We'll train him for the house, I guess
As every boy should have a pup
To love and pet as he grows up.
He's friendly and fills son's mind
With thoughtful acts, und being kind;
I see him at the table take
Food and cookies from his plate
And tuck them in his pocket wide
To feed his dog when he's outside.
A dog and a boy, a girl and cat
Are synonymous, they are just that.
And life's more real for the boy
Who owns a dog, his friend and joy.
K S. F
Rockland.
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THE COMMON BROTHERHOOD
(For The Courier-Gazette]

Come, let us sow the seed of life
Where all who seek may find.
The good, the bad, the rich, the poor.
The wicked and the kind.
Beneath the ground In mossy bed
Let every seedling fare.
To each and every blossom give
The same amount of care.
Let good and bad there mingle, too,
The sickly and the strong,
And let them all with one accord
Join In a living song.
For all are men. and all are here,
And all must live their life.
And who are we to pick or choose,
Or single out for strife?
Frances B. Brown
Somerville, Mass.

M » M M
TO MOUNT KATAHDIN
[For The Courier-Gazette]
You rise above the woods and hills:
Your white peak reaches blue of
sky;
The winds and gales play endlessly
Around your slopes where eagles fly.
Your sides are marked with furrows
deep.
Dark valleys where the pine trees
sway.
Where hidden brooks dash clear and
cold
Down to the beckoning light of day
In Winter's grip you stand serene,
A bulwark gainst the North wind's
might;
And far above the gleaming snow
You loom Into the realm of night
Above the stretch of forest hills
And far above the sounding shore
Your grandeur rises In Its might
To cloud-rimmed peaks where eagles
soar.
Maurice P Hill
Millinocket.

Follow The Trend
Rockland League of
Women Voters

The Department of Government
and Education of the Rockland
In Australia, New Zealand and League of Women Voters will meet
the Scandinavian countries, the Monday at 3 oclock, at the home
average length of life is greater of the chairman, Mrs. Keryn ap
Rice, 25 Maple street for its first
than in the United States.
meeting. Teacher tenure legisla
ture in the United States will be
surveyed with particular reference
TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN
to the Maine Teachers Association
VINALHAVEN
indefinite teacher tenure law
STATE OF MAINE
& ROCKLAND
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of North Haven, In the
which is to come before the State
Countv of Knox, for the year 1940.
STEAMBOAT CO.
legislature at this session. This
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
ROCKLAND, ME.
Town of North Haven afotesald. for t he year 1940 committed to me for col
proposed law and the subject of
lection for said Town on the eighteen th day of April. 1940. remain unpaid;
Service to:
and notice Is hereby given that If raid taxes with interest and charges are
the qualifications of school board
not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
members
and the “stagger system”
pay the amount due therefor. Including interest and charges will be sold
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
without further notice at public auction at *Grp«ige Hall In said Town, on
will
comprise
the study for this
Island and Frenchboro
the first Monday in February. 1941. at nine o'clock A. M.
month, which will be brought to a
Amount of Tax Due
WINTER SERVICE
Description of Property
Name of Owner
close with an open forum meeting
Subject to change without notice.
in the High School auditorium
VIRGINIA CALLARY—Land Bounded on North by shore. East by
'.and of F W Benson, South by sh ore. West by land of W R.
Monday night. Jan. 26 at 8 o'clock.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Buxton......... ...... ................. ...... .........—........................................ ..........................
972 00
CHARLOTTE THOMAS HEIRS—Land, Bounded on-North by shore
There will be two speakers for and
A. M.
P. M.
and Land of Blake & Harrower. East by land of R Washburn.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 6.00
two against teacher tenure law,
South by land of Lucy <fc Grace BI ake and West by land of
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Blake & Harrower ............. —......................—....................... ............................
60 00
and talks on other subjects con
December 21. 1940
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
nected with schools, all to be fol
• Note —In Cities sale must be at the Collector's Office
In Towns at
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
the place where the last preceding town meeting was held
lowed by general discussion. All
9.30
Ar.
Rockland,
Lv.
1.30
RAY M. BEVERAGE
119-tf
members and any interested men
Collector of
Tues of the Town of North Haven.
and women are urged to attend.
153 -S-8

Makes about 2'i
All last week we locked at pol 12 minutes.
ished fruits in holiday center- dozen cookies.
pieces and admired them casually
MENU
Breakfast
but this week if we're wise we're
Apple Sauce
eating apples, oranges, bananas
Wheat Cereal
and the dried fruits; making them
Griddle
Cakes
nnd Bacon
into salads and desserts, drinking
Coffee
fruit juices and balancing up the
Sundiv Dinner
overdrawn balance at the bank of
Fresh Fruit Cake
good health. Shall we run through
Baked Stfcet Potatoes
a list of fruit desserts that will be
•Ham Roll with Tomato Juice
easy on a lady worn out with holi
Buttered Cauli.low r
day “fixings” and so good for the
Tossed
Green
Salad
family that you’d better keep that
‘
Date
Nut Crumble
aspect of the matter a secret?
Coffee
Sliced sugared oranges and
Supper
cocoanut aren’t very newsy but
'Com and Cheese Fondue
combine sliced oranges, bananas, a
Toasted English Muffins
few green grapes, halved and seed
Pineapple
Marmalade
ed, (a sprinkle of lemon juice to
’Fig-Maple Crispies
keep the bananas white), sugar
Tea
and cocoanut; let that mixture
’Recipes given.
stand till chilled and serve with
cookies and you have something.
Cold custard poured over it isn't PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompso t
necessary but makes it still more
luscious. Have you tried warm and sons. Perley Simmors of
baked apples filled with ice cream Rockland and Mrs. Libby of War
or served with cold custard or ren was in town to attend the
foamy sauce for another fruit funeral of Mrs. Jacob Simmons.
dessert?
Mrs. Ada Bremen entertained
Have you cubed pears, pineapple the Willing Workers Tuesday.
Mr. and1 Mrs. Theodore Davis
and tangerine sections in equal
quantities blended and chilled with I and children of Rcokland visited
crushed after-dinner mints for an- ' Mr. and Mrs. Forest Davis over
other different fruit dessert? Have j the holiday.
you our muscatel jelly over pine- j Advent Christian Church will held
apple sections or seeded, halved services Sunday in this order:
11.45. Sunday
grapes or canned peaches for still 13.30, worship;
another light but luscious dessert? School; 6, Loyal Workers; 7. eve
And orange jelly made with the ning service.
The pastor wi 1
fresh juice and some of the grated speak at the morning service on
peel poured
over
nut-stuffed "A New Year and A New Begin
cooked prunes is a dessert we” like ning,’’ to be followed by com
so much.
munion service. At the evening^
Drink plenty of fruit juice, serve service he will speak on the sub
big salads at least once a day, ject "Love That Never Dies." Wed
double your milk order and use nesday tlie mid-week prayer serv
the milk in cooking or drink it, ice will be held in the vestry at 7.
and you’ll sail into the New Year The Loyal Workers Society held
a New Year’s Eve party at the Li
feeling great, we promise.
Morrell Ham Roll with Tomato brary. Games were enjoyed, a
Juice—One large slice Morrell ham, short inspirational talk was given
>2-inch thick, 1 cup bread crumbs, by the pastor's wife, and box
1 tablespoon chopped onion, l‘a lunches were partaken of.
Calvin Davis of Monhegan is a
teaspoons Worcestershire sauce, ’i
teaspoon pepper, 2 tablespoons patient in a Damariscotta hospital.
melted butter, milk to moisten Mr. Davis has many relatives and
crumbs, 1 cup Kemp’s Sun Rayed friends in this place.
Mr. and Mrs. John Donavan
Tomato Juice.
Make dressing of crumbs, sea (Doiothy Lowell) and Miss Elsie
sonings and butter, with milk to Lowell have returned to Chicago.
moisten. Cover slice of ham with They were accompanied by Mr.
dressing, roll up like jelly roll and and Mrs. Harry Lowell who will
tie or fasten, with toothpicks. Put be their guests.
George Reed of Bowling Green,
in roasting pan and sear on ail
Ky.,
has been guest at the heme
sides. Pour tomato Juice over
meat and bake, covered, in hot of Mr. and Mrs. Merton Anthony.
Chester Marshall has returned
oven. 430 degrees F., until tender.
Uncover during last 15 minutes of from a visit in Florida.
Vernon Hupper is spending the
baking to all the meat to brown
Winter in St. Petersburg, Fla.
nicely.
Mr. Smith of the Coast Guard
Dromedary Date Nut Crumble—
Two eggs, beaten, % cup sugar, 2 and Mrs. Smith of Jonesport have
tablespoons flour, 1 teaspoon bak rented the cottage owned by
ing powder, 1 cup chopped nuts, 1 Forest Davis.
cup chopped Dromedary Dates.
Mrs. Sarah Simmons
Mix ingredients in order given;
Mrs. Sarah Simmons. 72. died
spread in shallow, buttered pan,
last
Saturday in Thomaston after
sprinkle with cinnamon and bake
30 to 40 minutes in a moderate a long illness. Mrs. Simmons was
oven. Cool. Crumble and serve a woman of pleasing personality
and leaves many friends. She was
with whipped cream.
Corn and Cheese Fondue—One the daughter of Edmund and Mar
(Wallace)
Simmons of
cup milk, m cups bread crumbs, 1 garet
Bremen.
cup canned corn, 1 cup grated
Beside her husband, Jacob Sim
Shefford American Cheese, 1 table
spoon butter, salt, pepper, paprika mons, she leaves a sister in Rhode
Island and a brother in Massa
to taste, 3 eggs.
chusetts.
Mix the milk bread crumbs, corn,
Funeral services were held Wed
cheese, butter and seasonings all
together thoroughly. Add the egg nesday In the Baptist Chapel with
yolks which have been beaten un Rev. Charles Marstaller of Rock
til thick and creamy and then fold land officiating, assisted by Rev.
in the stiffly beaten egg whites. Byrd Springer pastor of the church
Bake in individual buttered dishes There were numerous beautiful
in a 350 degrees F. or moderate floral tributes. The bearers were
Rodney Simmons, George Pease.
oven, until firm. Serves six.
Charles
Cushman and Samuel
Fig Maple Crispies — ThreeDavis.
Burial
was in the Ridge
fourths cup dried figs, ’4 cup Land
cemetery,
Glenmere.
O’ Lakes Butter, 1 cup granulated
sugar, 2 eggs, 1cups sifted Cere
An era is longer than a period
sota not-bleached flour, ti tea
in
the earth’s geologic calendar.
spoon soda, -,i teaspoon Sterling
Salt, 3‘i cups cornflakes,
tea
spoon maple flavoring.
Cover figs with boiling water
and let stand 10 minutes; drain,
dry on a towel, clip stems and cut
YOUR VACATION
in small pieces. Cream butter, add
sugar and cream thoroughly. Ado
well beaten eggs and beat; add
flour sifted with soda and salt and
Make your
mix thoroughly. Mix in figs, fla enioyment
complete, stop
voring and cornflakes. Drop by at
El Comodoro
small spoonfuls onto ungreased Centrally located tn
Miami
250 rooms
cookie sheet and bake in a mod
with combination tub
and shower bath Rates
erately hot oven, 400 degrees F. 10from $2 50 single and
$4 00 double Air cool
ed coliee shop offers
excellent

SAVE
DOLLARS
Use this full
strength
product In
Washing*

For all
Cleaning
Purposes

Personal
Direchon
Joeeph

H. Adams
Mgr.

Cote's Magic
Water
Is not dilated.
Insist on it.
Yoa get a fall
32-oance bottle.

CLCOMl
S. W. Rret St
at 2nd Are,
Miami. Florida
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Thomaston Bowlers
Team Standing

FIRESTONE’S NEW THEME SONG

Mrs. Gracia Pillsbury

CAMDEN

IN SOCIETY

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE

To all persons Interested ln either
of the estates hereinafter named
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, ln and for the County of Knm,
on the 17th day of December In the
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and forty and by adjourn
ment from dav to day from the 17th
day of said December. The following
matters having been presented for the
action thereupon hereinafter Indi
cated It ls hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively ln The Courier-Ga
zette a newspaper published at Rock
land ln said County, that they mav
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on the 21st day of
January A D 1941 at nine o’clock in
the forenoon, and be heard thereon
If they see cause.
MAUDE SMITH COMINS. late of
Rockland, deceased.
Will and Peti
tion for Probute thereof, asking that
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary issue
to Henry E Comlns of Rockland, he
be ng the Executor named ln said
Will, without bond.
M ELLA COPELAND, late of Thom
aston. deceased.
Will and Petition
for Probate thereof asking that the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
Leila W Smalley of Thomaston, she
being the Executrix named in said
Will, without bond.
MATTIE JOHNSON, late of Rock
port. deceased
Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Alan
L. Bird of Rockland, he being the
Executor named ln said Will, with
bond.
ELERSON J HART, late of Port
Clyde, deceased Will and Petition for
Probote thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters of Administration with the
Will Annexed Issue to Clara O. Hart
of Port Clyde, or some other suitable
person, with bond.
WILLIAM OREENOUOH THAYER
late of Ipswich, Massachusetts, de
ceased. Exemplified copy of Will and
Probate thereof, together with a Pe
tition for Probate of Foreign Will,
asking that the copy of said will mav
be allowed, filed and recorded in the
Probate Court of Knox County.
ESTATE ANDERS ANDERSON, late
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
Administration, asking that Annie E
Anderson of Rockland, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Ad
ministratrix without bond.
ESTATE LAMAR K LEWIS, late of
North Haven, deceased
Petition for
Administration, asking that H. Alton
Lewis of North Haven, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admin
istrator without bond.
ESTATE RONALD ROBISHAW. late
of Rockland, deceased.
Petition for
Administration, asking that Herbert
Robishaw of Rockland, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admin
istrator without bond.
ESTATE IRVING A. GRANT, late of
North Haven, deceased
Petition for
Administration, asking that Bessie L
Grant of North Haven, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Ad
ministratrix, without bond.
ESTATE HJALMARI AUTIO. late of
Friendship, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration, d.b.n., asking that Mel
vin Lawry of Friendship, or some
other suitable person, be appointed
Administrator,■, d.b.n. with bond
ESTATE BYRON B MILLIKEN, late
of Rockland, deceased. First and final
account presented for allowance by
A. Walker Brewster and Alan L. Bird,
both of Rockland, Executors.
ESTATE MANSFIELD R ROBINSON,
late of Warren, deceased. First and
final account presented for allowance
by Ray D. Robinson, Executor.
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A beautiful wedding was solem
list.
will give the first of a series of les
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Christmas eve at the home of
Rhodes.
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An extended tribute was pub
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Mr.
and
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The Baptist Church will observe Maud Walker; committee on re- Dougherty, have returned heme.
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At the weekly prayer meeting at
week-of-prayer next week with cept’on of members, Arthur K.
Mary
Catherine
Benner became the
Funeral services will be held Sat Berkleey. Calif., where Captain and
Mrs. Augusta O. Shibles, who cottage prayer meetings held each
the Baptist Church Thursday
bride
of
Carl
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Hanna, the
Walker, Charles Marston, William urday at 2 o'clock from the Good Mis. Pillsbury made their home for
night stereopticon slides will be fell recently at her home, is re night except Saturday, places to Whitney; Ella Overlock, Edith funeral home, for Doris Ann Flow?rs many years until the Fall of 1939, ceremony being performed by Rev
ported as being in a serious con
ESTATE MARIE A INGRAHAM, late
shown.
be announced.
Overlock; baptismal ccmmittee, aged 7, daughter of Mrs. LeiRoy when they purchased the beautiful Mr. Welch of Bristol.
of Thomaston, deceased.
First and
dition.
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couple
were
attended
by
Mr
final
account presented for allowance
The annual meeting of the Con
At the Methodist Church serv- Helen Small, Wilma Rhodes, Carver, who died Thursday morning country estate of several acres at
by Donald C. Leach of Rockland. Ex
Mr. and; Mrs. Arthur K. Walker, ices Sunday will begin with Church Charles Marston, Albert Rhodes; in Rockland. Rev. W. F. Brown will Diablo, where Mrs. Pillsbury passed and Mrs. Carroll Benner, brother ecutor.
gregational Church and Society
will be held in the Methodist ves Mrs. Clara Lane and Mrs. E. A. School at 10 o'clock; morning ushers, Frederick Quimby, Earle officiate. She leaves several brothe/s away on the early evening of and sister-in-law of the bride. Sea
ESTATE OLIVE M
RIPLEY
of
Champney
were
in
Augusta worship at 11 w’ith the observance Deane, Carroll Richards, Norma and sisters. She attended the first Dec. 28.
sonal decorations beautified the Washington. Eighth and final account
try Tuesday at 2.30.
presented for allowance by Frank H.
Thursday to attend the inaugura of Holy Communion; at the eve Hoyle. Gladys Quimby, Leoline grade of the Elm street school.
Mrs. Pillsbury wgs distinguished ream, where, following the wed Ingraham, Guardian.
In the Churches
tion of Governor Sumner Sewall. ning service the pastor, Rev. F. Wilson; flower committee, Maude Burial will be in Amesbury Hill by her beauty, damatic talent and ding, ice cream and wedding cake
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ALS. of Rockland. First and Final
St. James’ Catholic Church. Mass
made
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of
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Albert, son of Mrs. Beulah Lane Ernest Smith will use as subject, Carleton, Mildred Rhodes, Eva cemetery in Rockport.
account presented for allowance □/
quick wit.
at 9 a. m.
Beach, *were served. Many lovely Daniel Munro of Rockland. Guard n.
Baker, who now resides in Lewis “The Year is Still Young.” Epworth Moon; deacons, William Whitney,
George H. Randall of Hosmer
ESTATE GRACE A D3AKE of C.nnSt. John's Church. At J a. m., ton, is recovering from an appen League at 6 o'clock.
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First and final af ( U I pre ione year, Charles Marston, two Pond died Friday morning at the ST. GEORGE
Holy Eucharist.
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dectomy at the Central Maine
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the
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Edward Storer, who Ii
spending Christma.- vacatl
his parents, Mr. and Mrs
Storer, has returned to In
nt Chicago University.

The Junior Rubinstein
Wednesday night in th" F
of the Ccinmunitv Bu:h'.i
rehearsal was followed b;
business meeting, dutin
plans were made lor th
programs to be given at
and Thomaston high schi
lor the Senior Rubtnsti
Gloria Witham has been i
chairman for the i ext
meeting Jan 15. A specif
will be held Jan. 8 for c
hearsal.
Miss Edna Hall of Ba
was a guest of Mrs. Oi
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William Seavey leaves
for a visit with hi.s sister;
gor and Brewer. Mr. a|
Willard Fales will accomp
returning same day.
Jan. 17 is the date when
man’s Educational Club <l
21st lecture course sen:
supper in the Grand Arm
hall at 6 and literary propj
papers on Maine's Hall <
at 3 p. m. and guest spe
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Leave it to Lavender
He whl Insure
Life, health and aut<
And furniture.
4 Elliot St., Thomaston,
A special lot of Fall coJ
fur trimmed and plain. a'[
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at Lucien K Green Ar I
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—adv.

Sunday and Mond
YOU WON’T HAVI
GHOST OF A CHAh
As the gorgeous “ghost” g
town!

A WOMAN YOI
CAN SEE THROU<

She’s kissable, cares
—and invisible .
nothing on her min

love!

,

‘THE
INVISIBLE
WOMAN
with

JOHN BARRYMOI
VIRGINIA BRUC
JOHN HOWARI
CHARLIE RUGGL

Tuesday and Wednc

y6ur blood w
TURN TO ICE
as Karloff. King of Horror*
with a giant ape to save h
then dons its sldn t

the lives of a dozen others 1
rolf far Karloff, a double
chillA for fans/

c
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K
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Dr. and Mrs. Dana S. Newman
went yesterday to Florida, for a
months vacation trip.

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE

OCl ETY.

[t > ail peraoas Intarestad in either
tbr estates Hereinafter named:
lv i ProbaM Court held at RockI:
in anil f r thp County of Knox.
Ii the 17th day of December In the
lnr of our Lord one thousand nine
Ii
I and forty and by adjournlent from dav to day from the 17th
],■
ild I >. emlrer The following
ittera having been presented for the
I
• . . |ion
hereinafter lndll
It la hereby ORDERED:
(That notlre thereof be Riven to all
j-r
Inti re s,e l
hy rtiu-iliK a copy
this order to be published three
rek. successively In The Courler-OaIttc a I ' a SMMMr published at Rock|nd In said County, that they may
;
at a Probat" Court to be held
.1 i It 1 md on thi 21 I day of
linoarv A D loll at nine o'clock In
fie forenoon, and be heard thereon
they see cause.
IlCAUDB Mirra COMINS. late of
Inh for Probate thereof. nskniR that
M same mny tie proved and allowed

tid that

Utters

Testamentary Issue

Henry E Coming of Rockland, he
• ng the Executor named In said
rtii. Without bond.
M EIJ.A COPELAND, lnte of ThomWill and Petition
toil, deceased.
ir Probate thereof asking that the
imp may be proved and allowed and
lat Letters Testamentary Issue to
Nla W Smalley of Thomaston, she
rins the Executrix named in said
411. without bond
J MATTIE JOHNSON, late of Rocklut deceased Will and Petition for
frobate thereof, asking that the same
hr pi .' i and allowed and that
i■
i tamentary la ue to Alan
Bird of Rockland, he being the
piecutor named In said Will, with
and.
[ei f'ItSON J HART, lnte of Port
Byt'r. fie, ea-erl Will and Petition for
I
thereof, asking that the same
In', be proved and allowed and that
tttei
of Administration with the
fill Annexed Issue to Clara O. Hart
Port Clyde or some other suitable
Jr-on. with bond
IWILI.IAM GREENOUOH THAYER.
I
• Ipawlch. Massachusetts, deIi
Exemplified copy of Will and
roh.te thereof, together with a Pe
ls i
for Probate of Foreign
Will.
[king that the copy of said will may
b allowed, filed md recorded In the
rob ite Court of Knox County.
|ESTATE ANDERS ANDERSON, late
Rockland, deceased Petition for
Ih: j.a-king 'hat Annie E
J
n of Rockland, or some other
|. •
person, be appointed Ad1
atnx without bond.
ITE LAMAR K LEWIS. late of
Haven deceased Petition for
|
asking that H. Alton
of North Haven, or some other
|
on. he appointed AdmlnIthout bond.
[■BTATI RONALD ROBISHAW, late
I
kland deceased
Petition for
llu..ii stration. asking that Herbert
I
taw of Rockland, or some other
lit.ibl. person be appointed Admlnjruioi without bond
I
\I'E IRVINO A. GRANT, late Of
Ti
Haven, deceased
Petition for
[
tratl n. asking that Bessie L.
J i
f N rth Haven, or some other
|. i »Ie pel on, be appointed Ad"inistratrix.

I

without

bond

A i f:

H.JAI.MARI AUTIO. late of
I•
hip deceased. Petition for Ad’
ci n. d.b.n.. asking that Melli I ..iwrv id Friendship, or some
ll..
ullabie person, be appointed
Kininistrat ir. d b.n. with bond.
[ESTATE BYRON B MILLIKEN, late
Rockland deceaaed First and final
|
presented for allowance by
W.ukei Brewster and Alan L. Bird.
|th of Rockland, Executors.
STATE MANSFIELD R ROBINSON.
Be : Wanen deceased First and
|
ount presented for allowance

Sunday and Monday

YOU WON'T HAVE A
GHOST OF A CHANCE!
Ax the gorgeous “ghost" goes to
town!

A WOMAN YOU

Ray d it blnson, Executor.
|
ITE MARIE A INGRAHAM, late

CAN SEE THROUGH!

Thomaston, deceaeed

First and
......... • piesente i for allowance
Donald C Leach of Rockland. Ex-

She’s kissable, caressabls
—and invisible . . . with

lutor

OLIVE

nothing on her mind birt

RIPIEY, of
final account
ted for allowance by Frank H.

STATE

liishiiigton

1

M

Eighth and

love!

Guardian

|

ESTATE DANIEL W MUNRO ET
S of Rockland
First and Final
count presented for all wance by
anlel Munro ol Rockland. Guard an.
ESTATE GRACE A DRAKE of Cimn
First and final act -'..t pre :ifor allowance by Noble C. _irl.
I'll ■ j v a', r
IE ME DI DI EY F W3LFE. late of
pekport. deceased. Pet tl >11 fo.' Cc3)
■ n
I • .-t, e pre- u. e-l
,y
J ■
: Bmith it Rockport
ICEUA J HURD, late of Bo. Thc.n]'
Will und pe.Uion
I' pr bo. theieof asking that the
L
'
p ved .md allowed and
j i ■ Letters Testamentary issue to
|dney o Hurd of South Thomaston.
Executor named In said Will,
Ithout bond
I
TATE JANE P
WHITE, late of
• ' ed
First and final
bcount presented for allowance hy
I ,
i
I', karri. Admx
[LENA B CURTIS, late of Camden,
, <1
Will and Petition for Pro>'• thereol asking that tin- same
|
proved and allowed and that
I
m,unary Issue to Helen
1

New

Haven. Conn.,

“THE
INVISIBLE
WOMAN”
with

JOHN BARRYMORE

VIRGINIA BRUCE
JOHN HOWARD
CHARLIE RUGGLES

Tuesday and Wednesday

and

11, knap of New York. N.
ng the Executors named
■aid Will, without bond.
IBBTATE NANNIE M WHEELER,
lie ot Tenant Harbor, deceased First
lid In al account presented for altoanee bv Maynard M Wheeler of
Emden. N J . Exr.
■ WILLIAM PAYSON TURNER, lafe of
le t [ if.iyette, Indiana, deceased Ex|ipllfied copy of Will and Probate
lereof together with a Petition for
’bate of Foreign Will, asking that
le copy of said will may be allowed,
led and recorded in
the Probate
I
: Knox County, and that LetI • ■ Administration w.th the will
lineved be Issued to The First Nakm.il Bank of Rockland located at
I,, kland. Maine, without sureties on
[• bond
IcLARA O SPALDING, late of Owls
l-ad. deceased
Will and Petition
Ir Pr bate thereof, asking that the
I
be proved and allowed and
lat letters Testamentary Issue to
Isrry B Spalding of Owls Head, he
ring the Executor named In said
■ 111. without bond.
[WILLIAM
PARTRIDGE
BURPEE,
re ot r ,ckland. deceased. Will and
I- " ii : • Probate thereol. asking
at the same may be proved and al*•‘‘1 and that Letters Testamentary
me to Wlnnlfred Pales of Rockland,
e being the Executrix named In
id Will, without bond.

t6ur blood will

I

I

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin H. Crie
quietly observed their 48th wed
ding anniversary Thursday. Lovely
flowers and a handsomely deco
rated wedding cake made by Mrs.
IT. P. Smith graced the occasion.

The Junior Rubinetein Chi’: ~ t
Wednesday night in th* Ets* -'-'"n
: Jay evening, Peb. 3, at 8
of the Community Bu.ldi.iT. Uh'*' rs ( c'cck, in tiie Universalist church,
rehearsal was followed by a short , Mrs. Pauline Graham Talbot of
business meeting, during which ’Pcrtlard and Rockland will give a
plans were made for three fjtslde travel talk on ‘'Maine." illustrated
program to be given at the local by colored motion pictures which
and Thomaston high schools ant* ;she and Mr. Talbot have taken dur
their motor tours through our
lor the Senior Rubinstein Club. ing
State. Those who knew Mrs. Tal
Gloria Witham lias been appointed bot and have heard her recite are
chairman for the i ext regular anticipating a rare treat on this oc
meeting Jan. 15. A special meeting casion and it is hoped that a large
will be held Jan. 8 for chorus re ludience will show their apprecia
hearsal.
tion of her interest in the church
and the community, by attending
Miss Edna Hall of Bar Harbor this travelogue.
was a guest of Mrs. Guy Wilson
The Congregational Woman’s As
on Beech street Thursday.
sociation will meet Wednesday aft
William Seavey leaves tomorrow ernoon at 3 o'clock in the church
for a visit with his sisters In Ban parlors. Members are urged to at
gor and Brewer. Mr. and Mrs. tend, and there will be sewing for
Willard Fales will accompany him, all. Mrs. Faith Berry will play new
opera records, and discuss the story
returning same day.
of each. Tea will be served.
Jan. 17 is the date when the Wo
The Universalist circle supper
man's Educational Club opens its
21st le ture course season with Wednesday night will have Mrs.
supper in the Grand Army dining Everett Munsey as chairman, and
hall at 6 and literary program with she will be assisted by Mrs. Prank
papers on Maine’s Hall of Pome A. Tirrell, Mrs. R. C. Perry, Mrs
at 3 p. m. and guest speakers at Lloyd Daniels, Mrs. Horace Lamb,
Mrs. Clyde Vining, Mrs. Arthur F.
5 and 7 o’clock.
Lamb, Mrs. H. E. Jackson, Mrs.
John
Black. Mrs. Donald C. Leach.
Leave it to Lavender.
Mrs.
L.
E. McRae, Mrs. Wilbur P.
He w-lil insure
Senter,
Mrs.
John H. McLoon, Mrs.
Life, health and auto
Thomas
C.
Stone, Mrs. Dana S
And furniture.
Newman,
Mrs.
R. L. Stratton and
4 Elliot St., Thomaston, Tel. 225.
Mrs. Sherman Daniels.
A special lot of Pall coats, both
Miss Mabie Seavey who has been
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply
visiting
her sisters in Bangor and
reduced prices have been received
at Lucien K Green <& Son and Brewer and brothers in this city
Burdell's Dress Shop. Odd Fellows for the last two months has gone
Block, 1C School street, Rockland, for an indefinite visit with an aged
—adv.
137-tf aunt in Lawrence, Mass., her ad
dress will be 143 Berkley street.

will and Petl-

(lr e.i-' -i

jn eho,(i

Edward Storer, who has been
spending Christmas vacation with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl E.
Storer, has returned to his studies
at Chicago University.

TURN TO ICE . . .
as Karloff. King ol Horror, battles
with a giant ape !o save his own
liie , . . then dons Its skin to fake
the. lives oi a dozen others! A dun I
rolif for Karloff, a double dost of
chsUH for fans 1
•' / ,

1

t°i!s

W.I.N. Club was entertained
Thursday night at the home of
Mrs. John M. Richardson, frizes
in bridge were awarded to Mis.
Herbert Curtis, Miss Margaret
Nutt and Mrs. Vance Norton.

Mr. and Mrs. James Rodney
Weeks of Glengary road. Birming
ham. Mich., announce the engage
ment Of their daughter, Nancy
Louise, to Edwardi Gay Hellier. son
of Mr. nnd Mrs. E. J. Hellier, Rock
land. Miss Weeks graduated from
the Fassifern Schcol in Hender
sonville. N. C., and attended Wel
lesley College and Mr. Hellier is
a graduate of Philips Exeter
Academy and Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology. The an
nouncement was made this noon
at a luncheon at the Weeks home
for 25 friends of the bride-elect.
No date has been set for the wed
ding.

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

Alice FAYE Wj
Bettr GRABLS, Jj \

Miss Margaret Sncw was hostess
Wednesday night at a party at
her cottage at South Shore, a pic
nic supper being served to the
guests, who were Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Horrocks of Milton. Mass..
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Allan J. Murray. Mrs.
John G,. Snow. Miss Gladys
Blethen. Mrs. Dorothy B. Lawrence
of Aurora. N. Y.. Miss Eleanor
Snow of Bluehill, Miss Martha
Wasgatt of Chambersburg, Pa..
Capt. and Mrs. Keryn ap Rice.
Frank B Jonas of Washington, D.
C., Drury Rice, Mr. and Mrs.
Jerome C. Burrows, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Marsh, Ben Dowling and
Richard Calder.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan J. Murray
were hosts New Year's Eve at
party which followed dinner r.t
the Copper Kettle. Joke presents
from a Christmas tree furnished
amusement. Guests were Mr. and
Mrs. C. Alton Palmer of Plttsifleld.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Horrocks of
Milton, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Marsh, Capt. and Mrs. Keryn ap
Rife. Frank B. Jonas of Washing
ton, D C., Mr. and Mrs. Jerome C.
Burrows. Mr. and Mrs. John G
Snow, Miss Gladys Blethen. Mrs.
Dorothy B. (Lawrence, Ben Dowl
ing and George Roberts.
Miss Martha Wasgatt, who has
been the guest of Dr. and Mrs
Wesley N. Wasgatt, returned yes
terday to Chambersburg. Pa.

David, Curtis ar.d Alton Barber,
who have been visiting Mr. Curtis’
mother. Mrs. Clara T. Curtis, have
returned to East Hartford, Conn.
Mrs. Mabel McCrum of Portland
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Nelson.

Mrs. Cora Snow was given a
birthday party Wednesday by her
daughter-in-law
Mrs.
Maurice
Snow. Mechanic street, guests be
ing the members of the Wawenock
Club. Patriotic decorations made
an effective setting for the din
ner party. The regular meeting
followed and the guest of honor
presented an nteresting account
of the "Washington D. C. Tide
waters,” also an account of The
Santa Fe Trail was given by Mrs
Lelia Benner. The next meeting
will be with Mrs. Evelyn Snow in
Thomaston.

Mrs. Louis Ingraham enter
tained Opportunity class Thursday
night at her home on Lindsey
street. Three new members and
five guests were welcomed by the
27 members present. The splen
did display of kindness was shown
by the report of six “cheer baskets"
sent to “The Home for Aged Wo
men," 26 Christmas baskets dis
tributed, clothing and provisions
sent to needy families and shutins and the 49 calls mad© during
the month of December. A pro
gram following the business meet
ing included a solo by Mildred
Havener, song by Barbara Kaler
and reading by Helen McKinney.
Refreshments were served by the
hostess assisted by Miss Adwina
Jipson and Miss Blanche Sylvester.

coMigaf^
t-mTUi
FRI.-SAT., JAN. 3-4
Sat. Only, Come Collect $168

“Friendly Neighbors”
HACK OAKIE
JOHN PAYNE
allen jenkins'. Esther
RALSTON . NICHOLAS
BROTHERS • BEN CARTER

Added
“INFORMATION
PLEASE- •

NOW PLAYING
“NO, NO. NANETTE"
TODAY
ROY ROGERS
In
i
“YOUNG BILL HICKOK"

Anna Neagle. Richard Carlson

Strand
Sundays,

R3l)
3.00. 6.30, 8.30

Social Leaders In Other Days

Frank B. Jonas of Washington.
D. C. is the guest of his daughter
Mrs. Keryn ap Rice, Maple street.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest F. Ginn
have returned to Portland, after
being holiday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. L. C. Blackington, West
Miss Jessie Olds entertained 12 Meadow road.
of her former classmates at a tea
at her home on 35 Beech street.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Fish and Mr.
Those present were Jeanette Gor and Mrs. William Dorman were
don, Elizabeth Lurvey. Hilda Spear. in Augusta Thursday attending
Millicent Oakes. Marilyn Rains- the inauguration ceremonies.
dell, Patricia Allen, Ruth Nichols,
Miss Harriet Parmalee has been
Beverly Bowden. Laura Pomeroy.
Betty Beach, Nathalie Edwards spending the holidays in Hartford,
and Barbara Philbrook Saunders. Conn., and before returning nrxt
Jeannette Gordon poured and Bar week, will visit in New York city.
bara Saunders assisted the hostess
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd and Mrs.
in serving.
Ray A. Foley entertained Wednes
Miss Dorothy Dondero of Rock day Night Club at Mrs. Ladds
land. Mass., has been the guest home Thursday night at luncheon.
of Miss Nancy Snow, Summer Bridge followed, each guest re
ceiving a gift.
street.

I

ESTATE POY W BROWN late of
,rtb Haven deceased
Petition for
['um. 1 '.it:,<11. asking that Vonle E
I >wn of North Haven, or some other
lit ible person, be appointed Admx .
Ithout bond.
[LAFAYETTE W BENNER late of
[ckland deceased
Will and Petlbn for Probate thereof, asking that
Ic same may be proved and allowed
Id that letters Testamentary Issue
I Floyd L Benner of Rockland, he
ling the I
named In said
111, without bond. And your Pettbi.er further prays that the Court
[11 determine as a matter of fact
lietner the omission of grand-chlllen In said Will was Intentional or
Icasloned by mistake
[ESTATE RICHARD HOWARTH. late
| Camden, deceased
First Account
leM-r.ted for allowance by Ooldle F.
[warth Exx
-STATE RICHARD HOWARTH, late
| Camden, deceased
Petition tor
Istrlbutlon presented by Goldie Fpwarth. Exx.
[ORRIN J. PIERCE, late of South
['onnston. deceased
Will and Peti
pa for Probate thereof asking that
e same inxy be proved and allowed
Id ’hat f (Afters Testamentary issue
hi ii.ev Pierce of Rockland, he be'be Executor named In said Will.
Itnout bond.
lEsr*TE MARY L. BOWLER, of
f
Head
Petition for License to
111 certain Real E'tate, situated in
h:s Hp»d. and fully described in
lid
I etltion. presented by Ensign
[is of Rockland conservator.
[Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Es■ ire. Judge of Probate Court for
box Coun tv. Rockland. Maine
Attaal
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Register.
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Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day '

with
v
Weaver Bros, and Elviry
plus

Jane Withers, Kent Taylor

in

“Girl From Avenue A”
SHORT SUBJECTS

SUN.-MON.. JAN. 5-6
Glorious. Tuneful

‘•BITTER SWEET”
Nelson Eddy
Jeannette MacDonald
SHORT SUBJECTS

TUESDAY. JAN. 7
Encyclopedia Night
Cash Night, Come Collect

“SOUTH OF SUEZ”
George Brent, Brenda Marshall

Happy is the man or woman
who has a real passionate desire
for reading the best in literature,
not just novels cf life's pcrblems
They have their place but should
never brush aside the literature
that builds the mind for higher
thinking and breader fields of
dreaming and aspirations.
• • • •
One way to look 8tt it: Fjoggy
weather is not so hard cn the
coal pile or the oil tank.
• • • •
Gold enthusiast (during down
pour): “New, my friend, ycu see
the advantage of golf."
Discouraged novice: “What ad
Left to right: Mrs. Annie Packard Simmons,------- , Mrs. Hattie Watts Fuller, S. May Wood ilater Earle),
vantages?
”
— Geoffray, Helen R. Lord (later Parshley). Photo loaned by “T. R. P.”
"Well, you could never play ten
nis on a day like this.”
CHILDS-PROCTOR
9 9 9 9
The marriage of Miss Virginia
World's Earliest Records
Proctor of Hyannis, Mass., to W.
Convicts have fenced in a site
Francis Childs of Osterville was
near
Klerksdorp, Scuth Africa,
announced at a Christmas dinner
where
in the opinion of Professor
in the heme of the bride's uncle and
Van
Riet
Lcwe, archeologist, his
aunt. Mr and Mrs. Fred Proctor of
tory
began
to write its records
Wareham.
250.009
years
ago. On this site
Mrs. Childs is a daughter of Mr.
are
rock
engravings
of a rhinocerby
Gladys
St.
Clair
Heistad
and Mrs. C. W. Proctor of Hyannis.
ous,
an
elephant,
a
zebra, giraffe,
A graduate of Rockland High
As we opened Overtones (Curtis Barber was elected in November to geese in flight, and other animals
School In Rockland, Me., and Bal
lard Business School, also in Rock Institute of Music publication) for membership in tiie National Insti- done by a primitive race. The
land, she came to the Cape abcut December, an attractive young face i tute of Arts and Letters, to be in- ridge of red, boulders has been de
three years ago. She is employed greeted our eyes, that of Jorge' ducted with other newly elected clared a national monument.
“The engravings are the finest
in the office of the Cape Cod Hos Bolet, whose piano recital in Rock- members at a “Ceremonial" on Jan.
land two winters ago still lingers in 18th in Carnegie Hall. The Curtis in South Africa,” the archeologist
pital.
Mr. Childs, who is a son of the memory as an outstanding musical String Quartet used a string qu^r- says. “They’ belong essentially to
late Mr. and Mrs. Guy Parkman event. Mr. Bolet has received the tet composed by Jeanne Behrend the Stcne age.”—Exchange
• * • •
Childs of Osterville, is employed by first presentation of the Josef Hof- known to Summer concert goers in
Mrs. Ralph Wiggin found at her
the Walsh Construction Company mann Award from the Institute, both Camden and Rockport. Some
a distinctive henor in that the 2-piar.o transcriptions by Mr. Ber- cottage at Ingraham Hill on Dec.
at Camp Edwards as a carpenter.
award
acknowledges: “A pianist kovitz have been published. Ezra 30 a sweet scented rosina violet
Mr. and Mrs. Childs were marand
a
musician;
soiupulous in de Rachlin is assistant music director blooming in all its perfection of
r?ed Dec. 18 in the heme of the
bride's parents.—From a Hyannis tail; deep in insight; broad in sense of the Philadelphia Opera Com rare and modest beauty. She
of style and proportion; modest in pany. Joseph S. Levine is staff pian picked it ar.d brought it home to
newspaper.
manner; forceful in utterance; ist fcr the Philadelphia Orchestra show ner friends that December
touched
with poetry, and deeply de and music director of the Philadel brings bio ooms as well as May.
MINA B. JENKINS
phia New Center cf Music. The
9 9 9 9
voted
to
music.”
Mina Belle Jenkins died Satur
Curtis
String
Quartet
has
a
heavily
A
brief
explanation
of
tiie
estab

A little child whose love for her
day, Dec. 28, after a very brief ill
ness. Stricken in the prime of life lishment of the award is that when booked season of touring Louis grandfa’her was very positive in
while at her duties at the firm of Dr. Randall Thompson was made j Vynor announces an attractive sea- her life, was depressed that he
Timberlake & Estes In Portland, Director of the Institute, he pro son for the York Symphony Or could stay only one day vlsitlu?
she was immediately given the posed the establishment of a per chestra, with Efrem Zimbalist as her home and the day was Sab
best of medical attention but hos manent tribute to the unique and cne of the soloists. Mr Vynor is bath. She asked her mother why
pitalization determined that there valuable contribution made to the also the new music director of the he had to go away and the mother
Administration answered,
was no earthly hope. Perhaps schcol by Josef Hofmann. Dr. Hof National Youth
“Grandfather
works
Symphony
Orchestra
cf Philadel every day but Sunday and that is
mann
himself
suggested
that
in

sensing the seriousness of her con
dition she expressed a desire to stead of a plaque, or a bust or a phia. Victcr Gottlieb is 'cellist of the day God gave us all for rest."
come home to the scene of her painting to bear his name, there the Coolidge Quartet. Lynne Wain
“Why," asked the little girl,
girlhood and w'as brought to Rock might be an award offered annual wright is the new first harpist of “cculdn't he have given us two
land only shortly before her death. ly to some one associated with the the Indianapolis Symphony Orches days of rest?"
• * * •
Mina Jenkins was born in Jones- Institute, in recognition cf an cut tra, of which Lecn Zawirza is con
cert master.
port, Jan. 26, 1891. Her family standing record cf achievement.
At cne time it is said there were
9 * ft t
Acting on his suggestion, it was
moved to Rockland when she was
even billions of passenger pigeons
Eangor Male Chorus will present
eight years old. Her father, J. decided to restrict the sphere of thje
in the United States. This was
Samuel Jenkins was for many years award to that instrument which its first concert of the Winter in 100 years ago. According to an
the popular manager of Swift's. Hofmann himself has glorified. It ! Commerce Hall on the evening of article in a recent historical print
She graduated from Rockland High was also decided that, in those years Jan. 17. Assisting will be Stanley ing, the last passenger pigeon has
School in the class of 1909 a’d the award is made, it shall be to Cayting Trio (instrumental) and died. This was in the Cincinnati
after graduation from Rockland the pianist who, over and above his : Mrs. Paul Miller, soprano. The Zoo in 1(14
Would it not be
Commercial College in 1910 was in technical proficiency, has, in musi- . Chorus is composed cf 40 members worth while to import some of
cal performance, arrived at spirit-[—men from many walks and stathe employ of Maynard S. Bird
ual and artistic maturity. The j tions in life, united in a love of these valuable carriers ard set up
several years.
a breeding'station fcr use in case
She was next employed by Tim award for Mr Bolet meant a recital good music, an ambition to preserve of need?
berlake & Estes of Portland, who in Town Hall in New York city, a it, and a desire to make Bangor an
9 9 9 9
spoke of her ability in the highest recital which was broadcast by even more cultural city. They meet
The women of this country have
terms, especially through the try short wave to Central and South for rehearsal each Tuesday eve responded to sccial service most
ning. Their leader is Prof. John
ing years of the depression. Mr. America and was recorded.
generally both college and house
Thcmas of Colby College.
Mr.
Bolet
is
now
a
teacher
of
thc
Timberlake loften remarked that
wives when time has been possible,
major
Piano
course.
her knowledge and intuition were
Another prodigy has appeared on and they are everywhere In train
indispensable.
the
horizon—8-year-cld Kenneth ing for full service when needed
As we turn the pages, other fa
She possessed a magnetic per
Amada
of South Orange, N. J., who in any line of action, political
sonality and a warm and generous miliar names catch the eye. Lynne
recently
made his debut in Carne business or teaching. What is
nature and had that rare faculty of Wainwright, a member of the Cam
gie
Hall.
He gave a concert in really needed is more scientific
retaining extremely personal friend den harp colony, has been given the
honor
of
Mcritz
Rosenthal who was knowledge of home keeping with
ships through her entire life. Her first presentation of the Curtis
himself
a
child
predigy
and a pupil ability to meet demands for econ
mother, the former Choris Ann Award, offered to the graduate of
of
Franz
Liszt.
Mr.
Rosenthal
de omy and still give what is needed
Cummings, of Jonesport, while re "rare musical and personal gifts;
for health ard strength and best
clares
Kenneth
Adama
to
be
"one
taining her residence in Rockland, whose curicsity about music is in
development
in both mind and
of
the
rare
cases.
”
The
boy
speaks
often visited her and they kept in telligent and insatiable; whese per
fcur
languages,
has
a
one-in-a-milbody.
the closest communication by phone sonal charm has led to many
9 9 9 9
and letter. Their life was saddened friendships; whose performance is j l10n I Q. rating of 170 to 190.
A charming little story of a long
by the loss of her father 12 years an outward and visible sign of an
I
am
.saddened
by
the
passing
of
time
constancy in
friendship
inward
and
spiritual
grace."
The
ago and the loss of her only brother
Albion
Crocker,
known
to
Couriercomes
to
my
notice
that
seems
award
consisted
of
a
check
for
$100.
Clarence Emery Jenkins, who was
Gazette
readers
over
a
iong
period
quite
worthy
recording.
Long
Ralph
Berkowitz
is
now
giving
a
buried 11 months to a day prior to
as
"Bozc.
”
Mr.
Crocker
foj
many
years
ago
two
homes
were
built
course
in
Violoncello
form,
and
is
her own burial. Surviving are her
years
contributed
interesting
arti

side
by
side
on
Summer
street
also
supervising
the
third
annual
mother; a sister-in-law, Kay Jen
kins and a niece, Choris Jenkins of series* of "Historical” concerts. cles and comments to the music and two little girls were bom to
Shura Cherkassky, pianist, return column and was ever a staunfch the occupants of these homes who
Peabody, Mass.
Friends and relatives from out of ing from a long sojourn abroad, has supporter cf my efforts. I shall became chums, and just 50 years
miss his clippings and letters.
ago sent to each other Christmas
town, who attended the funeral once more entered the ccncert field
9
9
9
9
gift. This happy custom has con
were, Oeorge Beal, wife and daugh in this country and is winning high
Several who have heard Victor
ter from Jonesport. who were ac acclaim fcr his superb musician- Record M-705, (Beethoven's Con- tinued without missing one Yule
in the half hundred Christmases
companied by Mrs. Daniel Watts. ship. Mr. Cherkassky studied with
....................
............ —. , Josef Hofmann, and in the past | <*ert«
D Major as played by This year or.e was marked “From
Mrs. Franz .Dolliver
of Millinocket;
Mr. Timberlake and Mr. Pattern spent several Summers in Rockport Jascha He1**2 and tfle NBC Sym- ycur oldest pal.” Their names
phony Orchestra under Toscanini
are Mrs Alice Harrington Randall
of the firm and William Marston, where he was heard in cne ccncert
acclaim
it as the cutstanding rec
•
and Miss Ethel iR. Weeks. Two
Mrs. Ernest Wheeler and Lester at least.
you heard it?
A chapter entitled “Extra-Curri ord cf 1940 Have
lcyal
friends of Rockland and also
Connor of Portland.
9 9 « •
charming
women.
Services were conducted at the culum" reviews the musical activi
My heart was warmed through
1. • •
Burpee Funeral Home by Louis A ties in the Rockport-Camden Sum the Christmas season by the many
Now there is set up by a forme’Walker. Vivid love and remem mer colony.
friendly greetings received from
Curtis Institute supplied to the
brance of her were portrayed by a
State
Highway Commissioner, an
the visiting musicians and ethers
profusion of flowers. Bearers were: Youth orchestra organized and led who have come to knew me through urge for a Bangor-Kittery $10 000 Walter C Ladd of MacDougali Ladd by Leopold Stokowski: Students, this cclumn. Which prompts me 000 new roadway. Let residents
Co.; Elmer B Crockett of E. B. 7; graduates and former students. once again as we embark on a New of this part of the State urge
Crockett; Joseph Emery of the First 26; faculty. 2. Among the total of } Year to express any appreciation of more money spent cn the No. 1
National Bank. Raymond C. Perry ' 35 these familiar names appear: the many letters and words of U. S. Highway first.
9 9 9 9
of M. B. & C. O. Perry Co. and , Edna Phillips, harp, section leader. commendation I have received per
Pearl and Harold W. Lock of The Samuel Mayes, violoncello, section taining to my humble efforts. This
They use up the extra locusts
H. W. Look Co. She was laid at j leader. Lynne Wainwright, harp,
interest and encouragement keeps in Africa by putting them in soap
9 9 9 9
rest beside her father in the family : Frcm the faculty, Anton Torello. ever alive my interest, and my zeal
lot at Achorn cemetery.
j double bass, section leader.
Wine kept in cellars in Poland
: fcr the future.
_2__________
| Efrem Zimbalist has collaborated
since 1600 to be used only at coro
,
,
And as I wish you a Happy New
Alec Vardavculis, who has been , with Edna St. Vincent MiJay in ypar x am
a
m nations of a King has been
swashed down like beer by the
a patient in Knox Hospital, re- three songs; “Ram Comes Down ,
t
“Mariposa." and "One. Two, Three. |! gentleman.
turned to his home Wednesday.
Rev Charles Dodd Germans.
9 9 9 9
(G. Schirmer publication). Samuel
Crane—
Tt
was
Browning
who said. "A
Herbert R Mullen, who is con Barber's compositions are being He took my year, soiled and blotted
mans
reach
should
exceed hix
fined to hls home by illness, is performed by several ol^the major And gate rue a new one all unspotted.
Then Into thy tired heart He smiled.
grasp,
else
what's
a
heaven
for?"
| orchestras of this country, Mr. Do better now, my child'."
steadily improving.

Realm

oe

Music

FOLEY-HATCH
Miss Ruth Hatch, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Hatch, be
came the bride Thursday of Ypres
Fcley. nephew of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Foley, Talbot avenue. The
ceremony took place at the Metho
dist parsonage. Rev. Guy Wilson
officiating at the double ring serv
ice.
They were attended by Miss
Hester Hatch, sister of the bride,
and by Mr. Foley. The bride was
attractively costumed in a wine
colored dress with black accessor
ies, and her bridesmaid wore a
dress of dark blue, with black ac
cessories.
Miss Hatch attended Rockland
schools. Mr. Fcley, a graduate of
Calais High School in 1935. is em
ployed at Sncw's Shipyard.
After a brief honeymoon trip to
Portland, the young couple will re
side at 14 Masonic street.
Miss Adelaide Cross goes Tues
day to Jericho, Long Island, where
she will join Mrs Percy L. Roberts
and daughters Grace and Barbara,
for a month's trip to Florida. .The
Maine Maid" tearcom of which
Mrs. Roberts is manager, closed
Wednesday and will reopen March
18 for the r.ew season.
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday
night, with Miss Hope Greenhalgh,
Grove street.

Mrs. John Gatti and son Don
ald, who are guests of Mrs. Oattl's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F.
Lovejoy, return tomorrow to Le
banon, Conn. Miss Priscilla Love
joy, who also is visiting with her
parents. wiM accompany them to
Williamantic, Conn., where as a
student of Stor.eleigh College, she
has a five week’s project to work
under the supervision of Dr. Ed
ward Otler.helmer. .

John Garnet underwent a sur
gical operation yesterday at Knox
Hospital.
(More Personals on Page Six)
Miss Marion Robishaw, who has
been spending two weeks with her
aunt, Mrs. Donald Huntley, Sim
mons street, has returned to
Brunswick.

Miss Gertrude Heal was hostess
Monday nlgnt at a shower, com
plimenting Mrs. Richard Stoddard,
at Miss Heal's home on Lindsey
street. Luncheon was served, and
the honor guest received lovely
gifts. Guests were Mrs. Shirley D.
Barbour, Miss Donna deRochemont,
Miss Rose Flanagan, Mrs. Vaino A.
Johnson, and Mrs. William W.
Cross.
Miss Jessie Olds telephoned her
mother, Mrs. Corwin H. Olds. In the
wee small hcurs this morning that
she had arrived safely in Kingston,
Ontario. Miss Jessie went Thurs
day afternoon to resume studies at
Queen's University.

Miss Ruth Thomas and Miss
Dorothy Frost entertained Tues
day night at a Ney Year's eve
party, at Miss Frost's home on
Camden street. The scavenger
hunt prizes were awarded, to Miss
Marion Ludwick and Gardner
Brown, and Bernard Thompson was
winser of the guessing game.
Luncheon followed the entrance cf
the New Year. Other guests pres
ent were the Misses Doris Borger
son, Dorothy Sherman, Nancy
Snow, Barbara Derry, Mary Dodge.
Dorothy Dondero of Rockland.
Mass., and John Huke. Donald
Marrincr, Grant Davis and Milton Belli ns.
Mrs. Harry Lrverselcr and
Mrs. Carl Christoffersen will be
hostesses Wednesday night to Tonian Circle, at the West Meadow
road heme of Mrs. Levenseler.
Miss Katherine Rice, who is the
guest of her parents, Capt. and
Mrs. Keryn ap Rice, returns to
morrow to Emerson College, Bos
ton.
•

DoThis

Has a Cold
Relieve Misery
Improved Vicks
Mothers, you will welcome the
relief from misery that comes
with a “VapoRub Massage."
With this more thorough treat

ment. the poultice-and-vapor
action of Vicks VapoRub more
effective! v PfNETRXTES Irritated air
passages with soothing medicinal
vapors... STiMtliATES cHest and
back like a v arming poultice or
plaster... starts RCuMW misery
right away! Results delight even
old friends of VapoRub.
TO om a “VapoRub Massage”
with all its benefits — massage
VapoRub for 3 minutes on IM
PORTANT RIB-AREA OP BACK
as well as throat and chest —
spread a thick layer on chest,
cover with a wanned cloth. BE
EURE to use genuine, time-tested
VICKS VAPORUB.

Every-Jjther-Day
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J. B. M., “Sunk Without A Trace
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An informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson
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GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
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What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
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This is the disputed picture—presented originallv May 25, 1940, by J. M. R. as "Merryconeag.
particularly the people on the forward deck near the wheel house.

"Pior eer,” despite ail her detractors, dominated the early years of steam navigation to the islands. Faster
p.-id handsomer ships came and went but “Pioneer” was still in the picture up to 1892 when the “Emme
line’ came on. The old ship was laid up at Snow's for a considerable time with engine and boiler removed.
'Ihe hull was bought by Capt. Arthur Wardwell and brought up to Bicknell's wharf where it was remodelled
i » some extent, the forward spar retained, power put in and the boat sold to Boston interests for use in that
| arber as a service boat, selling gasoline, water, etc. It is understood that she came to her end in the East
Poston ship graveyard. Communications on “Pioneer” will be welcomed. She was built in 1864 at Portstoru'h, N. II., of 103.13 gross tons. 92 feet long, 31.4 feet beam and 5.2 feet deep. Her indicated horsepower is
wisriy not mentioned in the marine register. Although we think of “Pioneer" as having served interminably
ou the line, the fact is that both “Gov. Bodwell” and "Vinalhaven” put in many more years in active operation.

-•
Note

Today the S E. blitzkriegs W. J. B
MacDougall of Middleboro, Mass,
and Rockland, Maine (next Summer)
with companion pictures of the
steamer presented in this column
May 25, 1940 as "Merryconeag”
which Mr. M. calls “Sfbascodegan,”
and Mr. MacDongall's own picture
Ram Island Light at ('ape Cottage where Leroy Myrrs is keeper.
of the latter boat, presented below.
Photo courtesy Emerson Sadler
Special attention is called to the
fact that J. M. R.’s “Merryconeag”
COURAGE
bland was guest of tlie Sterling
(top picture) has several persons on
[For The Courier-Gazette]
family
Tuesday and Wednesday.
the bow deck near the pilot house,
The stroke oar In the surfboat. feels
Mr.
and
Mrs. Clyde Grant, daugh
the
spray
while the lower picture shows a
From the forward feathered blade: ters Patricia and Earlene of Cape
vacant forward deck. Now comes
They all bend their backs, fighting
Elizabeth called Tuesday on the
the breaking sea
the ‘ace in the hole”—an enlarge
With little progress made
Hilts.
Each breaking comber, defying their
ment of the bow deck showing the
progress
Mr. and Mrs W C. Dow of Port
same people and pilot house as the
Ab though
they really cared.
land.
Mis. Robert Fickett and
They
had
a
rendezvous
far
otf
shore
upper picture, with the steamer’s
That precious lives be spared.
daughter
Elizabeth of South Port
name plate showing clearly "Merry This is the “ace,” same people, same pilot house, same name plate as top
Capt Walter Edgar Scott
land
were
recent callers at the home
•
•
•
*
picture—enlarged to bring out last end of “Merryconeag”
coneag ” That would seem to set
of
II.
T.
Sterling.
tle the matter, at least to the satis- j
---------------------------------------PORTLAND HEAD
J. A Thomas or Lynn. Mass., was
faction of the “'Steamboat Editor,” ' It is true that “Merryconeag” and in the rig here presented. She bore
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling Jr. overnight guest Friday of the Hilt
who plans to aine as Mr. M.’s gupst “Sebascodegan” did have much in no resemblance to the larger “Se were dinner guests Monday at the
famny.
in the gocd old Summer time.
common, while the former ship was bascodegan” as later rebuilt.
home of their parents at the Light.
Tlie Hilts, Mrs. S. G. Robinson
Arthur Harlow of South Portland and Miss N. H. Kinney motored to
was recent guest of the Hilts.
St. George Dec. 27 to attend funeral
Mrs. R. T. Sterling and guests services for Mrs. Janies W. Thomas
Robert and Jane attended the the
Many are turning over new pages
atre Monday.
and making new resolutions but
Mrs. E. H. Robinson, a recent whatever course we take may we
guest in the Hilt family returned find the right place in this troubled
to New York last Saturday.
world and have what it takes to
Miss Elizabeth Sterling of Peaks press forward in the year 1941.

very expensive to operate, so after
The Story
No. 80
"Pioneer” was an apprepriatt i while she was sold. Her time
With the present issue “Steam
boat Days” starts on the story of the name for the first steamboat to ph record for crossing the bay from
boats which have plied to Vinal- j on a regular scheduled service be- wharf to wharf, has never been
haven and adjacent islands the past, tween Vinalhaven and the main- beaten by any other steamboat
ever employed on this line.
73 years. More than two score I landUpon the retirement of the
‘ Prior to 1867 our communication
steamers participated in the service,
with the outer world was through "Clara Clarita" the ‘ Pioneer” was
and with but one exception, all will the service of the sailing packets again placed on the route where
be presented pictorially. The miss which made tri-weekly trips tc she remained, in almost continu
ing cruft is the "Emmeline" and a Rockland and return—weather per ous service, until 1892.
Capt. William R. Creed was
picture or sketch cf her would be mitting.
captain
of the "Pioneer” from the
In
the
year
1855
the
sailing
very welcome Indeed Persistent ef
packet "Greyhound” was especially day of her arrival until her retire
forts by the S’eainboat Editor and
built for this route, she was in ment from Maine coastal service.
many loyal friends, have failed to command of Capt. John Carver.
In November, 1891. a meeting of
unearth the elusive “Emmeline.” A
Later the "Golden Rule” another a large number cf Vinalhaven
picture of an “Emmeline” was sent sailing packet, was fitted out for tradesmen and shippers wa.s held
in from Haverstraw, N. Y.. but it the same purpose, commanded by ! in the office of Frederick S. Walls
was a side-wneeler. larger than the Capt. Poole.
I to meet G. H. Kimball, president
Capt.
James
Arey
in
his
little
of the Frenchman's Bay Steamlocal craft in question.
packet
"Medora
”
Is
also
worthy
uf
i
boat
Co., to see what enecurageThrough the special considera
honorable
mention.
]
ment
would be given for better
tion cf Sidney L. Winslow of Vinal
In
June.
1867,
the
steamer
“
Pioservice
between Rockland, Hurrihaven, this department is able to
neer
”
owned
by
a
stock
company
cane
and
Vinalhaven.
start off the final series with his rewas
put
on
the
route,
she
a
pledge
was given by the shipedited "A Famous Steamboat War.”
was
skippered
by
Capt
William
R.
pers
and
three-fourths
of the mer
Following this the remaining shins
chants
to
give
their
trade and
Creed.
and the history of the service will
patronage
to
this
new
company.
The
appearance
of
the
“
Pioneer
”
be presented, supported, it ts hoped,
It was stated at this meeting
by sundry contributions relating to wa.s the cause of much rejoicing,
that
the steamer “Emmeline” was
and
people
from
the
remotest
parts
the boats, the men who operated
being
fitted up and overhauled for
of
the
island
came
to
get
a
view
them, or the doings of the day,
this
service
by the new company.
of
the
wondercraft
that
was
to
be
ashore or afloat.
The "Emmeline” was to be in
the medium of their communica
• • • •
tion with the outer world. The charge of the following officer;
A FAMOUS STEAMBOAT WAR
Winter
of 1867-68 was a severe George G. Webster, Captain; John
By Sidney L. Winslow
one,
so
the “Pioneer” was hauled W. Hopkins, clerk; Daniel H. Glid
(Foreword)
In the following story of the up and the sailing packets again den. agent.
During this same mon’h of No
contest for supremacy and control of the islands still questioned the
This is the “Sebascodegan" sent for purposes of comparison by Mr. MacDougall. Compare away!
of the steamboat route between put into service, for the good folk vember, 1891. another neeting wa?
Rockland and Vinalhaven, I have reliability of steam “ingines” and held, this one by the Fcx Island
written my own impressions of the continued to pin their real faith & Rockland Steamboat Co., who,
stirred into action by the advent
affair, and while admittedly a to sails.
The "Pioneer,” during her entire of an opponent, voted to replace
booster, at that time, for the op
posing line as represented by the career, was equipped with a set of the “Pioneer” with a new steam
Kimball boats—steamers "Emme sails which were used to steady boat which would be built from "an
line” and "Vinalhaven”—I have her in rough windy weather or for improved model” drafted by C. B.
endeavored to give an impartial motive power should the engine Harrington of Bath, Me.—and this
was the beginning of the famous
and unbiased opinion of what hap become disabled.
Penobscot
Bay Steamboat War of
pened during the enactment of this
During that Winter of 1867-8
interesting episode of Penobscot the islanders were, at one time, the 1890’s.
Bay history.
•
The progress of the war was
more * than three weeks without
I have referred to the steamers mail or any connection with the marked by bitter partisanship
"Emmeline" and "Vinalhaven" as mainland whatever.
which the entire population of the
boats belonging to the Kimball Co.
During the year 1873 the side- islands shared to a certain extent,
—the real name of this concern wheel steamer “Ulysses" was placed with the majority on the side of the
was "The Frenchman’s Bay Steam into service by a rival steamboat new company which, as we ha/e
boat Company,” of which G. A. company and the Fox Island & stated, sponsored the steamer
Kimball was president, so the Rockland
Steamboat
Company “Emmeline.”
steamers were quite generally re temporarily shelved the "Pioneer” It has been said by those who are
ferred to as the Kimball boats.
and placed the speedy "Clara supposed to be of authority in such
Somehow I feel that I am more Clarita" on the line, and a lively matters, that the “Pioneer” was the
or less cf an authoiity concerning little contest ensued, but it was of staunchest and most seaworthy of
the "fine points” of the contest for, short duration for the “Ulysses” all the steamers ever in service on
aside from the time when I had soon retired.
the Vinalhaven-Rockland line.
to be at school, I can't remember
It is reported that the traveling
This may or may not be true but
of once failing to be at the steam public benefitted considerably by nobody ever denied the fact that she
boat pier when the boats arrived, this fracas, for, while it lasted, the was the slowest, her time for cross
excepting the day when I under round trip fare was 25 cents.
ing the bay ranging from two to
Here is the “Merryconeag” in her final dress, bearing small resemblance to the days when her pilot house
took to learn to chew terbacker.
The "Clara Clarita,” though a five hours.
was pegged aloft on the hurricane deck, or to the middle period shown in the top picture.
Still everyone is entitled to his fast and powerful boat, did not
Local newspapers and punsters
own opinion concerning the event prove to be what was wanted as seldom missed an opportunity to
called to the home of her parents.
and below you will find mine.
she was of too deep draught and make a joke of the "Pioneer's” lack of speed; here are a few of them, APPLETON MILLS
taken from local news sheets:
Mr. and Mrs Aithur Sprowl re Mr. and Mrs. Crabtree, in South
“Steamer ’Pioneer’ Is painted cently visited their son, Walter in Hcpe, during their recent illness,
—
has returned home. Miss Ruth Ar
white, which goes to show that white Vermont.
rington. who also has been assist
is not a fast color.”
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sherman and
ing in the care of her grandparents,
■5
.j«
“It is reported that steamer ‘Pio children of Houlton, spent a vaca
is spending a few days here before
neer’ will make tri-weekly trips tion at the home of his parents. Mr.
returning to Penobscot, where she
* 31
during the winter. Which, we sup and Mrs. Albert Sherman
V
has a teaching position.
A
pose, means that she will go over
A shower was given Thursday at
one week arffl try to get back the the Community Hall for tlie newly
next.”
married couple r. and Mrs. Maurice NORTH WARREN
Athleen Robinson who has been
"An exchange says. Mr Courier of Morang (Gertrude Ripley).
employed
at/the village is at home.
Camden made a flying trip to Vinal
Miss Olive Gushee has been home
Wayland Creamer remains 111 as
haven this week.', That Mr. Courier from Gorham Normal School for
the result of a fall on the ice.
was here is a fact, but he certainly two weeks, returning Sunday.
did not come here flying because we
Mrs. Clara Gracie has returned
Miss Fanny Gushee spent the
saw him land from the ‘Pioneer’ on holiday at Mrs. Marie Hammond’s, from a few days' visit in East
the steamboat pier.”
in South Portland. Recent guests Union.
Just the same, the “Pioneer” had at Miss Gushee’s included Dr. B. H.
Mrs. Arthur Philbrock ar.d sons.
been a faithful servant and, aside Keller, of Thomaston, Mrs. B. H. Marion and Irvin of Appleton
from the time when she was under Keller of Providence, and Mrs passed Sunday evening at the home
going repairs, was on duty and, in Marie Hammond and children Nor of C. W. Mank.
her time, the sole means of com man and Jean, ow South Portland.
munication between Vinalhaven and
Mrs. Inez Arrington, who was
the mainland.
Still the islanders felt that they thought that there would, ever again,
were entitled to a speedier boat and, be a rival steamer on this route
“Ulysses” was the first to offer battle to the established interests on the Vinalhaven-Rockland run and from time to time, it had been
until the doughty little steamer
kept things humming for a few busy but financially disastrous months. Shortly afterward she came to a spec
All Makes—New and Used
rumored that this was to happen “Emmeline” made her apeparance
tacular end when, on Jaiv 10, 1878, she broke from her moorings at Railroad Wharf and crashed onto the
New Portables,
ledges neir the South Marine Railway. Her hull was quickly reduced to splinters and machinery wrecked but months, years rolled on and the and before we hardly realized it, a
$29.50, $34.50. $3950, $54.50
beyond salvage with a loss estimated at $20,000. uninsured as was the custom in those days. She was" the prop new boat did not materialize.
snappy little contest was in progress.
erty of the Rockland, Mt. Desert A- Sullivan Steamboat Co.. Capt. David Robinson, and touched regularly at
Remembering the fate of the This was during the fall of 1891.
Rockland Typewriter Co.
North Haven, Green's Landing, Southwest Harbor, Bar Harbor. Hancock and Sullivan.
71 Park St. Rockland Tel. 297-W
Ulysses," nobody gave much
(Continued Next Saturday)

GLENMERE

EAST FRIENDSHIP

Work has been resumed on the
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Burns made
road in Upper Glenmere, under J a business trip Friday to Matinicus.
supervision of Mr. Beals of Ban
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doe and
gor.
I George Doe spent New Years Day
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis passed
with Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Peppithe holiday season with their
cello at Holiday Beach.
daughter, Mrs. Chauncey Keene
Miss Mary Packard, student at
in Rockland.
Maine
General Hospital, Portland,
Fred Wall retuned Thursday to
was
home
for Chistmas.
Jackson Heights, N. Y., having
been %uest the past week of Miss
F. D. Malcolm of Hallowell was
Rosa Teele and Miss Edith Harris. a caller Wednesday In this place.
Mrs. A. W. Hooper visited Wed
Mrs. William Bradford, Madeline
nesday w’ith Mrs. Saima Autio, Bradford and Wellman Hopper of
Long Cove.
Port Clyde called Sunday on Mrs.
Miss Marion Dowling who has Olive Stone at Pleasant Point.
been visiting relatives in Massa
R. A. Doe and Ray Hyler of
chusetts, returned! home Wednes Cushing went Thursday to Massa
day.
chusetts to seek employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiley were
A. E. Philbrook of Matinicus was
supper guests Sunday of Mrs. overnight guest Monday at Frank
Wiley's brother, Walter Barter.
! Miller's.
Bernard Butler of Rockland is
employed in plastering the new
Tire modern fighter squadron is
Ridge Church.
composed of four flights of three
Frank Wiley was in Rockland , planes each, making 12 machines
Thursday on business.
in a squadron.

"HALE OF MAINE
It has been a
Senate during the
the regret which w
National Congreago bade farewell
so well in the last
and then, to the n
I ai y ietli c n< nt n
Eangor Daily New
Senator Hale
Hale, upon Ins dea|
54 years, nr a thin
a "Kale of Maine'
w father and od
To add to tin
just given up to col
and fishing and tlj
lather Senator Zacl
elee'ed troin Michil
The retirement tf
family line that i
tory of the counti
True to the M
father and son. w|
Affairs committee
advocating the con|
law as our most
He was also chairul
ter a >hort time, mJ
out the New Deal,
manifested by the
appropriations for
In a legislate> I
vancement. Senato
the s. nate Hi li
end devoted hlmse)
hearings which re
ot national import
He is welcome bond

TIIE NEW ATTOItl
Expressing the
is a "full time Job,’
dares his intentioh
pllcity of duties ni
torney Stuart C Bi|
be in attendance
Superior Court to d
who is now in Knoi
step-daughter. Th
and a native of Pa
evidently determine
office to which Legi
A BUSINESS MAN

The views of TI
known busuic.-i me
always of Interest a
eration of every Am
of the National De
ment, business and]
defense program ha
operation of every I
Mr. Watson." "We
this end because w
citizens and will alw
of government and
ing to assist and <•(
throughout the wort
to hear.
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First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
good first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instantly by the appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressivethree lines of black type on a government stamped
envelope, or a ’’private” envelope >4th an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some ’’corner card” ideas. We may be
able to save you some money, too.
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